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Did you eat the cookies?
An interview with Petra Hendriks and
Rineke Verbrugge
The collaboration between Professor in Semantics and Cognition Petra Hendriks and Professor
in Logic and Cognition Rineke Verbrugge has already existed for more than a decade. This
year, they joined forces again for a new exciting research topic: Lying. How do people learn to
lie and why is lying so difficult, yet important? Let’s find out!

In a double interview in which you participated
exactly ten years ago1, you talked about your
plans for the future. Which of those plans have
actually been realised?
R V : One of the things we wanted to investigate was

whether the Theory of Mind that people have follows
the rules predicted by logic and game theory. In my
VICI project, which started in 2009, my group and I have
studied this question from the perspectives of logic,
cognitive psychology, child development, biology,
and artificial intelligence. One of our major findings
was that both adults and children do not at all reason
as game theory predicts. For example, when playing
a game in which you have to make several decisions,
game theory predicts that the best strategy is to start
at the endpoints and from there to reason back to see

1	Hendriks,

P. & Verbrugge, L.C. (2006). Mind reading en

pragmatisch redeneren voor gevorderden (K. Zondervan,
Interviewer). De Connectie, 5(1). Retrieved from http://www.
deconnectie.com/docs/vorige_connecties/pdfs_van_artikelen/
c05-play/kzondervan_c5_pg8-10.pdf

which decisions you have to make to get to the optimal
solution. However, we found out that people actually
start from the beginning and from there, they only
think one or two steps ahead, which is a strategy that
is much more similar to how we reason in everyday
life. ‘As easy as possible, as complex as necessary’ is the
principle that people seem to follow.
This principle also applies to the findings of my
VICI project, which started in 2007, because my group
and I found that in language comprehension people
only make additional reasoning steps when it is really
necessary. We discovered this when investigating
whether people use other people’s perspective to
understand particular words and phrases in language
that require Theory of Mind abilities. We examined
this issue in healthy children and adults, but also in
children with autism spectrum disorder (ASD), because
these children are believed to have difficulties with
Theory of Mind. One of our experiments studied the
comprehension of pronouns such as ‘him’ and ‘her’.
When interpreting a sentence such as ‘John hits him’,
adults know that ‘him’ cannot refer to John, because
PH:

if the speaker would have wanted to refer to John,
he would have said ‘John hits himself’. This way of
reasoning requires Theory of Mind, because you
need to take into account the speaker’s choices when
interpreting a sentence. Therefore, we predicted that
children with better Theory of Mind skills also perform
better when comprehending pronouns. This is indeed
what we found. Coming back to Rineke’s principle ‘as
easy as possible, as complex as necessary’, our pronoun
finding is a nice example of a situation in which people
really need to take an additional step of reasoning,
because pronouns in themselves are ambiguous. If you
do not consider the speaker’s options, you cannot know
to whom a pronoun refers.
We also found that not only the thoughts of
someone else, but also the thoughts that someone
else has about yet another person, which we call
‘second-order Theory of Mind’, appears to correlate very
precisely with children’s understanding of recursion in
language. An example of a sentence involving recursion
is ‘Point to the mouse that hits the cat that eats another
mouse’. At the same time as children around the age of
R V:

>> RV: ‘As easy
as possible,
as complex as
necessary’ is the
principle that
people seem
to follow. <
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>> CO N T I N UAT I O N O F D I D YO U E AT T H E CO O K I E S?

>> RV: I think
it would be
wonderful if
we could teach
people, from
a young age
into adulthood,
how to better
distinguish truth
from falsity. <

>> PH: …in
language
comprehension
people only
make additional
reasoning steps
when it is really
necessary. <

5 or 6 first acquire second-order Theory of Mind in false
belief tasks, they also get better at understanding these
types of complicated sentences.

Cognition clearly plays an important role in your
research on language and logic. Ten years ago,
you said that linguists were very hesitant about
incorporating cognition in linguistic theory. Is this
still the case?
There really has been a change in linguistics. Ten
years ago, linguistics still depended very heavily on
formal models of language. The general idea was that
linguistic competence should be distinguished from
linguistic performance, and that cognition was part of
performance. Competence was considered to be what
linguistics was about, while cognition was an interfering
factor that should be ignored if possible. Nowadays,
linguistics has become much more interested in
cognition, not only in the field of sentence processing,
but also in first and second language acquisition,
language and aging, and language attrition. So,
cognition has definitely become more important in
PH:

linguistics, also because evidence is accumulating that
the linguistic capacities of individual speakers vary a lot
and cognition may play an important part in explaining
this variance.
What you also see is that research is becoming
more interdisciplinary. Linguists work together with
neuroscientists, as well as with logicians. Ten years ago,
researchers in the field of logic strongly believed in
their theoretical models explaining how logic would
work. If people in real life did something different from
what their theoretical models predicted, then that
was just too bad. In those times, logicians would not
have thought about incorporating knowledge from a
different field such as psychology or cognitive science
to adjust or improve their models.
R V:

Indeed, I think that ten years ago Rineke and I
were in some sense pioneers, because there were not
many other people who collaborated on a structural
basis with researchers outside of their own fields.
Nowadays, interdisciplinary research is promoted more
PH:

and more. Of course, BCN is a nice example of this. BCN
gives researchers the opportunity to meet researchers
from other fields. In my opinion, meeting scientists
from other disciplines is very valuable, because their
questions can give you new insights in your own
research and help you to improve it.

In January, you organised a workshop together
with Hans van Ditmarsch about lying. What
makes lying so interesting?
What I think is intriguing about lying is that lying is
not a cooperative process. In this, lying contrasts with
other pragmatic principles that claim that language
usually is cooperative and as a speaker you should stick
to certain rules to keep your language cooperative. In
lying, you don’t have these rules, so how does lying
work? What constitutes a good lie and why is it so
difficult for a recipient to distinguish a lie from the
truth? Why is it so difficult for children to learn how to
lie? Apparently, lying is a pretty complex process, so we
are eager to know how this process works.
R V:
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>> CO N T I N UAT I O N O F D I D YO U E AT T H E CO O K I E S?

>> PH: What
intrigues me is
the question
how in
communication
people reach
common
understanding
when using
language. <

P H : Why lying intrigues me is also because most
formal semantic models assume that if you know the
meaning of a sentence, you also know under which
conditions that sentence is true. However, if you look
at how people use language in everyday life, you see
that people actually don’t care so much about the
truth of what they say and hear. In fact, if people would
care more about the truth, we would be much better
in telling whether someone told the truth or not. But
apparently, language did not evolve to distinguish lies
from the truth.
R V: Actually, the distinction between a lie and the truth
really is not so clear, because some lies are even true.
A speaker may want to make someone else believe
in a statement that is in fact true but that the speaker
believes to be false; we would still say that this speaker
is lying. Or a speaker may say something that is strictly
speaking true, but from which he knows that the hearer
will probably conclude something false.

For example, when someone asks you ‘Did you eat
the cookies?’, you can say ‘I ate some cookies’. Saying
‘I ate some cookies’ implies that you ate some, but
not all the cookies. However, ‘I ate some cookies’ can
strictly speaking also mean that you ate all the cookies.
So, if you actually ate all the cookies, but you say you
ate some cookies, you suggest to the addressee that
you did not eat all the cookies, without actually lying
about not eating all the cookies. This shows that also
linguistically, the difference between truth and lie is a
difficult issue.
PH:

What are the ethical issues to take into account
when doing research on lying?
Well, if you look at the topic of lie detection, this
research can easily be used for political goals, and I
think that this is not always a good thing. However,
R V:

investigating lying from the perspective of language
and cognition can also promote positive things.

If in ten years from now I would interview you
again, what would you like to have accomplished
in these ten years?

Yes, in fact, telling lies and developing the ability to
lie is an important human capacity. Some lies are even
considered good in our society. For example, when
your little niece just finished her school play and asks
you how you liked it, you do not want to give the child
a formal review of the quality of her school play. In this
case, you just want to support the enthusiasm of your
niece instead of telling her what you really think of her
acting skills, because the truth may hurt your niece’s
feelings. So in social interaction, it is sometimes good to
bend the truth a little.

That is a very difficult question! One thing I would
like to do is generalize my research on lying to the
issue of truth and falsity. Today’s society is filled with
false information and people have to deal with a lot
of messages that are sent into society that are not
true. I think it would be wonderful if we could teach
people, from a young age into adulthood, how to
better distinguish truth from falsity. This does not only
concern the well-known fake news of U.S. President
Donald Trump, but also to more general argumentation
techniques that can be used to mislead people. For me,
it is important to teach people how they can discover
whether a source of information is reliable or not, as
well as whether a piece of information is true or false.

PH:

If you assume that cognition plays an important
role in being able to lie, does that mean that
intelligent people are better liars than less
intelligent people?
R V : Haha, I don’t think so. At the workshop, we agreed

that Hans, who co-organized the workshop with us,
would need to tell three lies during the workshop. At
the beginning of the workshop, we announced to all
participants that at the end, we would ask them which
one of us organizers they thought had told three lies.
It turned out that Hans, who is a very smart person,
found it really difficult to tell these lies. Not only did
he need our advice about what would be good lies
to tell, but he also found it difficult to decide when
and how to tell these lies. In the end, a number of
workshop participants were able to point to Hans as the
‘workshop liar’, but not because he told the lies
that we advised him to tell, but just because he made
some unintended mistakes when informing people
about the programme and other practical matters. So
I think this is a funny example showing that being very
smart does not necessarily imply that you are a good
liar.

R V:

What intrigues me is the question how in
communication people reach common understanding
when using language. What are the dynamics of this
process? How does this process develop in children?
Lying is part of this dynamic process. When people
lie, the knowledge that the people involved in the
conversation have changes from being shared by all
to being possessed by only one of the people in the
conversation. In linguistics, there is a general trend
that researchers move away from investigating what
happens in the head of a single individual to studying
what happens to people when they interact. I think it
is important to see language as a system that is used
by people in interaction and investigate which factors
influence this dynamic language system.
PH:

■■ BY AMÉLIE LA ROI
■■ PHOTO PETRA HENDRIKS BY
MIGUEL SANTIN
■■ OTHER PHOTOS BY SANDER MARTENS
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From symptoms to smartphone behaviour
An interview with Martien Kas
About a year ago, you joined the Groningen
Institute for Evolutionary Life Sciences (GELIFES)
as a Professor of Behavioural Neuroscience. Could
you tell us more about your research foci?

>> The story is much
more complex than
originally thought <

My research primarily focusses on neurobehavioural
traits that are observed across (neuro)psychiatric
disorders. In general, I’m interested in the determinants
of behaviour, especially aberrant behaviour. There
isn’t a particular disease I take special interest in, but
some components such as aberrant social behaviour
or sensory processing deficits represent core features
in my research. Such components are not specific for
a certain kind of disease but usually co-occur in many
disorders. So, I’m more interested in those kinds of
components that occur across disorders rather than a
specific disease.

A large project you are currently working on,
and of which you currently are the coordinator,
is called PRISM (Psychiatric Ratings Using
Intermediate Stratified Markers). What does this
project exactly entail?
Although many different (neuro)psychiatric diseases
share similar symptoms, there is limited knowledge
about the underlying biological causes of a certain
disorder. In the clinic, patients usually receive a
diagnosis that is based on criteria of the so-called
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders
(DSM-V). Although very practical and reliable in clinical
management, this patient-labelling approach might
be less suitable when it comes to understanding the

disease’s origin. For that, there is a need for quantitative
biological markers enabling the classification of patients
according to their biology. (Neuro)psychiatric disorders
are very heterogenous; even though two individuals
with an autism spectrum disorder fall into the same
diagnostic category according to the DSM-V, they
might be very different from each other biologically
speaking. With this project, we aim to find quantitative
and objective biomarkers to diagnose patients and
to elucidate the causes of a specific disease, which

might be very diverse within groups of patients. In the
future, I hope that patients will be treated in a way that
optimally fits their individual needs, which is something
biological measures potentially can shed light on.

I can imagine that investigating biomarkers for
each individual could turn out very costly, in
both time and money. Therefore, I wonder how
applicable this strategy would be in the clinic.
Maybe we shouldn’t look at how realistic it is but
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>> CO N T I N UAT I O N O F F R O M S Y M P T O M S T O S M A R T P H O N E B E H AV I O U R

>> The substantial
increase in the use
of smartphones
rendered them
sensible tools
to gather
comprehensive
data on patients’
social behaviour <

ask ourselves what is the best way possible to treat
patients. In the long run, I believe we will benefit from
this strategy. Treatment today is rather non-specific,
and common symptom-based. Using a more researchintensive approach will lead to both the dissection of
disorders and optimal care for the patient. Indeed, I
admit that from a time perspective the implementation
of this strategy might take a while since it represents
a true paradigm shift in the field. The first hurdle to
overcome is to figure out what the best tools are to
take these biological measures. The technology that
we could use for this needs time to develop as well. To
give a very simple illustration; by looking at a single EEG
measure we will be able to determine whether a patient
suffers from a sensory processing deficit or experiences
other abnormal activity. A composite score of several
key measures might then be reconstructed and form

one coherent image of the patient’s symptoms and
their origin allowing for a well-fitted diagnosis and
treatment plan.

Would the genetic profile of the patient serve as a
suitable candidate to build a diagnosis on?
Actually, findings from genetic studies told us that the
story is much more complex than originally thought.
Research into the genome revealed that within groups
of same-diagnosed individuals, genetic profiles can
be quite different from each other. There is no single
genetic mutation that explains depression for example.
Despite the heterogeneity among patient groups, a
subgroup of patients might carry similar genetic profiles
that are specific for a certain type of disorder. This is,
however, not yet fully known, but the determination of
genes certainly serves as an interesting tool that could

add to subsequent patient classifications. Genetics
might also give information about potential signaling
pathways that could be disturbed in certain diseases
such as calcium signaling or ion channel pathologies.
For example, multiple genetic mutations may lie at the
core of autism, but the fact that they all seem to deal
with synaptogenesis or synaptic plasticity gives us
information about the initial pathology of the disorder.

Two individuals are diagnosed with an autism
spectrum disorder, but their biological measures
might say that the origin of their deficits are quite
different from each other. How is that possible?
Large epidemiological studies followed children
with autism from the age of 4 to 40, assessing them
on a regular basis using questionnaires. As you
may know, social deficits and repetitive behaviours
represent the core deficits of this disorder. These
studies found large variations between individuals
in these symptoms over the course of their life. For
example, children who started off with a low value
for social functioning improved to perfectly normal
social functioning. Also, some children exhibited low
scores on social functioning throughout the entire
study. This was the same for other symptoms such
as the repetitive behaviours. Thus, variation in the
pattern of symptom expression between individuals
serves as one explanation. Another aspect is the
fact that these deficits might arise for very different
reasons. For example, problems with the absorption of
environmental cues due to sensory deficits may lead
to aberrant social behaviour. However, some kind of
medical issue such as stomach pain may also induce
a change in an individual’s social behaviour. Thus,
while the symptom, such as aberrant social behaviour,
might be the same in two individuals, the origin of
these deficits can be very diverse among the group of
patients.
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>> CO N T I N UAT I O N O F F R O M S Y M P T O M S T O S M A R T P H O N E B E H AV I O U R

Going more into detail about aberrant social
behaviour, can you tell us more about the app you
developed to monitor deviating profiles of social
behaviour (BeHapp)?

>> We are all
team players,
which allows
us to make
important
progress
happen <

How does the sampled data tell you whether the
user might be inclined to develop social aberrant
behaviour?

psychiatric disorders. Around puberty, patients with
schizophrenia, for example, start withdrawing from
their social networks and develop psychotic symptoms
several years later. Thus, if we’re able to come up with
accurate measures of social withdrawal, we might be
able to predict future disease outbreaks. With this in
mind, we need to find out how exactly we can measure
social withdrawal, in what way they can be used to give
an accurate image of social behaviour and indicate
when this behaviour deviates.
In our current clinical study involving patients
with schizophrenia, we make use of two approaches
to answer these questions. One approach is to use a
hypothesis-driven approach about social behaviour in
patients and make comparisons with healthy controls;
socially withdrawn patients probably show a smaller
amount of social communication, they are rather
unexplorative towards their environment, and probably
avoid crowded areas. The other approach is to take all
the sampled data and determine the measure that best
discriminates between patients with schizophrenia and
healthy controls, something which is called “machine
learning analyses”. Both strategies are used at the
moment to find out in what way the smartphone app
can help us to understand social withdrawal.
If the app turns out successful, it can help us with
the classification aspect we discussed earlier, monitor
changes in the key parameters that you aimed to
change via treatment, and stimulate patients when you
observe a successful implementation of your treatment.
Furthermore, you can also identify warning signals
of relapses, which is quite common in depression, for
example, enabling you to prevent them.

What kind of social behavioural patterns are related to
which types of patient groups is still uncertain. What
we ultimately strive for is to obtain information about
social withdrawal since social withdrawal represents
an (early) salient characteristic across many (neuro)

Over the past few years you have acquired several
large grants and built a large research group. As a
final question, I want to ask you what your secret
to success is.

In animal research, we can quite accurately assess social
behaviour and interactions with other animals at a very
high resolution. It is much more difficult to measure this
in humans as social behaviour is usually determined by
subjective questionnaires. Together with a psychiatrist,
Jacob Vorstman, we aspired for longitudinal, objective
and quantitative measures of patients’ social behaviour.
As such, the app allows us to bridge the translational
gap in order to align our studies in humans to what we
measure in animals. The substantial increase in the use
of smartphones rendered them sensible tools to gather
comprehensive data on patients’ social behaviour.
External information gained from surrounding GPS
signals and Wifi access points gives us an insight into
the user’s daily environment; how often does the user
visit crowded areas? There is also internal information
gained; the duration and frequency of social media
usage or the diversity in phone numbers the user
contacts. As such, you can imagine that there is a need
to take substantial privacy measures such as the use of
encrypted phone numbers. However, we do see when
phone numbers vary, giving us insight into the diversity
of the user’s social network. We implemented this
technology in several clinical studies now and want to
apply it to the ongoing Lifelines study as well.

(Laughs) Yes, at the moment I’m quite successful in
receiving the required funding for my research projects.
However, you need to realize that this goes up and
down. There have been times in my career in which I
was not so successful. I also wrote a lot of grants that
did not make it. It is important to know what is ongoing,
what types of calls for grants are upcoming, and to be
in all kinds of networks. The fact that I was a member
of such a network, and had the right timing, increased
my chances to obtain the respective grant. Societal
relevance is also an important aspect nowadays, so
being aware of what is upcoming and where the
societal interests lie will definitely add to your success.
From my lessons learnt, I would say to only write a grant
when you believe you are in the position to obtain it,
as the competition is very strong. Nowadays, science
is almost impossible to be conducted by yourself;
surrounding yourself with expertise is becoming
increasingly important. Building a strong research team
is therefore a key aspect of a scientist’s career. The
success of my research is mostly a team effort. All the
researchers within my group have certain capacities,
competences that are not necessarily only technical
skills but also social skills. We are all team players, which
allows us to make important progress happen.
As an advice to research master students, I would
say do what you are eager to go for. The determinants
of behaviour have fascinated me since I was a child. So, I
held on to this interest throughout my career. However,
sometimes I had to make certain deviations in order
to get where I wanted to go. Stay on your track, but be
aware of the changes happening around you that might
affect what you are doing at the moment. Follow your
heart, but use your brain!
■■ TEXT & PHOTOS BY ANNA LEONTE
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It takes two to communicate
Prof. Deniz Başkent of the Department of Otorhinolaryngology, UMCG, recently received the
prestigious VICI award from the Netherlands Organisation for Scientific Research (NWO). The
project “It takes two to communicate - voice perception and linguistic content” promises to fill
in the gaps in knowledge of voice perception. With a focus on hearing impairment, especially
users of cochlear implants, the project ties together scientific research and clinical application.
Prof. Başkent explains that the importance of this
project relates to the more philosophical context of
being human. “Speech communication is what makes
us human. In a society you have to communicate,
it is how we pass information to each other. It is
how children learn to communicate and how they
learn some of the most important tools in their life.”
Speech communication is indeed very essential to our
functioning in society, from adequate communication
in the workplace to social situations and within our
own homes. But it also plays a very important role in
the smaller realm of our own self. “It is how we define
ourselves, to give a definition of our identity”, states
Prof. Başkent. In this way, speech communication helps
us define our core identity and hence it contributes
significantly to our quality of life.
Hearing loss, if not remedied properly, may hinder
speech communication, The very first step to solve
hearing loss is to turn up the volume. However, this
method of resolving impaired hearing works only
for a fraction of the hearing-impaired people. The
project Prof. Baskent is carrying out will mostly focus
on people with moderate or severe hearing loss
where amplification of the signal does not suffice.
“In addition to the loss of loudness, the physiological
changes that happened in the ear also have an
effect on the transmission of the speech signal

from the ear to the brain”, Prof. Başkent makes clear.
“Suprathreshold deficiencies exist that can not be
solved with amplification only”. An example that
makes this instantly clear is the case of people with a
cochlear implant. They are no longer able to benefit
from amplification since they are clinically completely
deaf. The implant replaces the acoustic hearing with
electrical hearing, an electrode is implanted in the
cochlea and this allows the system to completely
bypass the outer and middle ear and directly feed
the signal to the cochlea, the inner ear. Prof. Başkent
emphasizes that this is a completely different way
of hearing. This electric hearing is very much unlike
acoustical hearing and our knowledge on the complete
effect of this method of hearing is still lacking. “It is
a wonderful territory that provides many scientific
mysteries”, Prof. Başkent adds.
A recent finding of the group of Prof. Başkent, which
led to the first of three projects in her VICI plans, is that
cochlear implant listeners do not use all of the voice
perception cues that people with acoustical hearing do.
“When you wear a cochlear implant the speech signal
is only delivered in a degraded form; a lot of the rich
information in the speech is lost. One of the big things
that is lost in cochlear implant users is the voice of the
talker. If the voice of the talker is lost, you can still hear
the words, but the loss of voice information has a very
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>> CO N T I N UAT I O N O F I T TA K E S T W O T O CO M M U N I C AT E

>> We use
musicians as a
model since they
are extremely
trained in
auditory
perception <

profound effect on the communication. Difficulties
arise when you do not know the sex of the talker;
when you know who is talking your brain engages in
all sorts of adaptation to aid the communication”. Prof.
Başkent elaborates by explaining that there are two
dimensions defining the voice in the speech signal.
Both are providing information to the listener about
the sex of the talker. One is voice pitch, the temporal
dimension, and the other is vocal tract length, the
spectral dimension. In normal hearing, the ear uses
both dimensions and integrates them successfully. With
cochlear implant users it appears that they rely on voice
pitch completely and do not use the information on
vocal tract length. The relevance of this information in
daily life situations where the speaker is not visible, for
instance in telephone conversations, is made clear with
an example given by Prof. Başkent: “The effect is that
you can ‘trick’ cochlear implant listeners into believing
you are a woman if you are a man and raise your voice
to a higher pitch. A person with normal hearing will
be on to you, but someone with a cochlear implant
will take you for a woman”. Biophysical characteristics
define one part of our speech production, creating
differences between male and female voices. But in
addition to this, we also use learned sex differences in
speech called learned speech characteristics. Whereas
vocal tract length is fixed, we apply learned speech
production manners. “We think that cochlear implant
users rely on learned speech characteristics to help
them identify the sex of the speaker”. To eliminate
these learned speech characteristics, Başkent’s group
employed a novel technique and used the same
female speaker for all modifications. Then, the vocal
tract length was varied to assess the effect on speech
perception in cochlear implant users. The important
finding from the research is that cochlear implant users
do not use spectral information adequately when this is
very critical for voice perception.

In Başkent’s work, researchers closely work with the
clinical team, who help with keeping research relevant
for patients. Further, a close relationship exists between
patients on the one hand and the researcher on the
other hand. Prof. Başkent recounts that good ideas
for future research come up at such meetings. “The
interaction brings forward problems that we will try to
tackle”.
What makes this project very well-rounded is that one
part is very fundamental, to gain insight into perceptual
mechanisms, and the second part is very applied,
to help cochlear implant users with training. In this
second project, novel methods such as eye-tracking
will be used as an objective measure to study speech
perception. A complication that makes it difficult to

study the auditory system in cochlear implant users
with other objective measures, such as an EEG, is the
artifact created by the implant itself. To gain as much
insight as possible in the auditory world of CI users, the
group of Prof. Başkent developed a big test battery,
containing psychophysical tests that assess low to high
level auditory processing. “This test battery can be put
to the test in this new project where comparisons will
be made between age of implantation and the level of
functioning with the implant. We have access to a large
patient population and we can compare the people
that are implanted early and late and people who
became deaf pre-lingually or after learning to speak.
This will allow us to pinpoint them on the performance
range”. The addition of objective measures will then
allow Prof. Başkent to infer the brain mechanisms that
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>> CO N T I N UAT I O N O F I T TA K E S T W O T O CO M M U N I C AT E

really well. The same holds for people who become
deaf at an older age and are implanted soon after
becoming deaf. But sometimes the time window of
right after becoming deaf is missed and in most clinics a
conservative approach is taken. “Resources are limited,
so they feel it is better to implant within this optimal
window only”. However, Prof. Başkent feels optimistic
about the approach taken by the UMCG. “Here at the
UMCG, our clinicians are open-minded and scienceoriented, and the clinical team decided to implant
people that fall outside of this window. With their very
carefully prepared clinical protocol, it turns out that
many of these individuals do well with their implants”.
The second project can be very beneficial to a large
population of deaf people who are now left out. If it
turns out that a protocol can be ascertained for socalled late implantation, this will increase the number of
people that can benefit from this implant. A very direct
clinically relevant aspect of this research, Prof. Başkent
adds.

>> We should not
forget that the
knowledge we
are using partly
comes from labs
that only do
fundamental
research <

underlie speech perception. A very exciting project in
line with this is being conducted by Anita Wagner, who
is interested in neuroplasticity of the auditory system.
To gain insight in to this issue, people with cochlear
implants will be followed over time to map how these
neural mechanisms change as a consequence of neural
plasticity.
A key question posed in this VICI project is whether
the age of implantation is really as limited as most
clinical settings hold on to. Prof. Başkent tells me
that the children that are implanted early usually do

In addition to the clinical and fundamental work, a
collaboration with the Groninger conservatorium has
been set up. “We are looking at musical training, and
we use musicians as a model since they are extremely
trained in auditory perception, and we investigate the
benefits, auditory and cognitive, of this training. This
is currently a big gap in the literature.” The goal of this
study is then to translate these findings into the clinical
domain and see if they can aid cochlear implant users.

robotics, it only made sense to integrate this aspect in
to this large project and so we got Sam involved”. Sam
will function as an interface in the routine testing of
children, to keep the children motivated. “After we had
the robot we noticed people were really taken with him
and we decided to use him in the training part as well,
not just in the testing”.
This project, rewarded with a VICI grant, ties together
fundamental and clinically applied aspects, and this
makes it a very appealing project. Prof. Başkent is
worried, however, about the need for applied research
in order to receive research grants. “Fundamental
research and applied research are both very important.
It goes with the general idea of diversity, which is
important for a healthy organization. This current
project is very applied. It is inherent to the work since
we work in a clinical setting. We should not forget that
the knowledge we are using comes partly from labs
that only do fundamental research. Those labs do not
have much of a chance in the grant application process.
We need all levels of science represented and funded
equally”. A very good incentive, it seems, to underline
the importance of all types of research. We need each
other in the scientific world, in all of our different
formats and with our own expertise to not only add to
our understanding of speech but in turn to understand
ourselves.
■■ BY ELOUISE KOOPS
■■ PHOTOS BY SANDER MARTENS, UNIFOCUS

The third project involves a very attractive aspect of
robotics. Sam, the robot, has joined the team at the
department of Audiology. Prof. Başkent explains that
in working with school-aged children they noticed
that the children have difficulty with the prolonged
attention needed to finish the psychophysics tasks
done at the department. “Since I also have a degree in

(MOVIE SCREENSHOT), AND ENJA JUNG
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Becoming friends with your mind
An interview with Marieke van Vugt
about mindfulness
Marieke van Vugt is assistant professor in the cognitive modeling group of the Department of
Artificial Intelligence (Faculty of Science and Engineering) at the University of Groningen. One
of the things she is interested in is studying the cognitive processes involved in mindfulness
and meditation. Studying this topic is not an easy task since there is not even one common
overall definition for mindfulness. The most commonly used definition of mindfulness comes
from Jon Kabat-Zinn: paying attention in the present moment non-judgmentally.

How did you become interested in mindfulness?
Since I was little, I was interested in religion and what it
means to be a good human being. When I was about 17,
I came across a book called the Tibetan Book of Living
and Dying, and it made so much sense to me. That
book is not really about mindfulness but more generally
about the Buddhist teachings and different meditation
practices. The book gave very practical methods for
how to cope with my own mind, my emotions and for
becoming a more kind human being.

You became interested in mindfulness in a quite
young age and you are still practicing it. Would
you say mindfulness made you a happier or more
successful person?
I would definitely say that practicing meditation – not
just mindfulness but all kinds of different contemplative
practices – certainly makes me a happier person.
It cultivates the skill to step outside your thoughts,
instead of being totally wrapped up in emotions of
anger, fear or anxiety. It makes you realize that such an

emotion is just a thought, and this is quite a profound
realization. This in itself will create a sense of humor like
“Oh, it is just a thought. It is okay. I can actually decide
to think something else”.
I don’t know if it made me more successful. Maybe
sometimes yes and maybe also sometimes no.
Sometimes I feel my experience with these practices
create so much flexibility in my mind that I am not
just interested in pursuing one thing. And pursuing
one thing this is actually a recipe in science for being
successful. On the other hand, it does help me to
maintain a sense of humor when I face the inevitable
failures and rejections that come with an academic
career.

When did you start studying mindfulness more
scientifically?
My interest in meditation and my interest in
neuroscience were parallel roads in my life for the
longest time. While I was in high school, I not only
discovered meditation but also got interested in the
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>> I hope that a
more balanced
integration of
mindfulness
in society can
increase the level
of compassion
and kindnesswhich would
be very helpful
– especially in
academia <

which is now used in many hospitals. This secularization
got rid of some of the New Age stigma that used to be
associated with meditation. He also coined the term
mindfulness, which gave meditation a more scientific
and rigorous connotation. Then, there was a seminal
study from Richard Davidson and Jon Kabat-Zinn in
2003. They used mindfulness in a context of a biotech
company and found that it influenced antibodies
to a flu virus. I think that was the first evidence that
mindfulness can actually influence your biology.
Another factor through which mindfulness became
more accepted might be the increase in speediness in
our society. This speediness has created in people a
hunger to slow down, and mindfulness is one way to do
that.
brain. In college I continued practicing meditation. At
the same time, I also studied neuroscience. In my gap
year between college and grad school, I travelled to
India and there I came across a book called Destructive
Emotions by Daniel Goleman, which is about a dialog
between scientists and the Dalai Lama. At that time
(around 2002), meditation research was actually still
a taboo field for neuroscientists. I had an interview
at Oxford for a PhD position and I remembered
mentioning quite excitedly that I planned to do
meditation research. Maybe that was not the best idea
(and I did not get the position). Also, my PhD advisor
at the University of Pennsylvania was not very excited
about me getting involved in meditation research. It
was only when I received a Varela Award from the Mind
& Life institute that I started to do my own experiments
in this field in collaboration with other professors in the
department.

What do you think made mindfulness a more
accepted topic in science?
I think it is partly the work by Jon Kabat-Zinn. He
created a very secular mindfulness training intervention,

Since there is still not a clear definition about
mindfulness – how is it possible to measure such a
vague concept?
Yes, measuring it is quite a challenge. I think it is
important to really develop rigorous models of what
the practice is. So far, people have looked at the effects
of the practice on variables such as blood pressure,
heart rates, stress ratings, but those are quite indirect.
So far, I haven’t seen fantastic results from those kinds
of studies. This is funny because when I see people
that seriously practice mindfulness, you can see
changes in their way of being that are very noticeable,
and we don’t know how to measure it. In my lab we
have been thinking about better measurements. For
example, to try to get at the ability of being able to
see your thoughts as just thoughts and not get so
distracted with self-related worries, we have created
a task in which we distract people by making them
think about themselves. We find that when people
think about themselves, they can remember fewer
words in a complex working memory task. Another
interesting dependent variable is mind-wandering,

because in mindfulness practices you basically observe
your own mind-wandering. I don’t necessarily think
that mindfulness will reduce the amount of mindwandering, but it might change your attitude towards
your own thoughts.

You also did some research about the brain waves
of Tibetan monks. Can you tell us more about
that?
I am currently conducting a research project studying
the effect of so-called “analytical meditation”, in which
Tibetan monks contemplate philosophical texts and
debate these in a very physical way. We want to find out
more about what the monks are doing, and how that
affects their emotions and cognition. What makes the
project extra special is that we want to use our project
to teach monks to become scientists themselves. To
take a first stab at trying to understand what the monks
were doing, we looked at the debating monks’ brain
activity in an EEG hyperscanning setup, which means
EEG is recorded from two monks at the same time.
Preliminary results indicated that their brain waves were
more synchronized when they agreed on something,
than when they were disagreeing.

There are more and more mindfulness courses
and you get the feeling that it can increase life
satisfaction for everyone. What do you think
about that? Are there also people for which
mindfulness can have negative effects?
Definitely not. Research in the adverse effects of
mindfulness is only getting started now, and I am not
an expert on this. Nevertheless, I have heard that for
people with traumas it can be problematic because if
they sit down and observe their mind, these traumas
resurface, and people may not have the resources to
deal with those. Another risk factor is when people
monomanically focus on meditation practices for many
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hours a day and neglect their health and exercise habits
(see also a recent study by Lindahl et al, 2017). In that
case, the support of a teacher and a community to
stabilize such a person is important.

What do you think about implementing
mindfulness in schools?
Tricky topic. On one hand, can be beneficial for kids
to get some tools to manage their emotions. But
mindfulness is not necessarily helpful for everyone, as I
mentioned earlier. It is also important that kids are not
forced to do it, and finally that it is taught by teachers
who are both skilled at mindfulness and at working
with kids.

What are the biggest misunderstandings about
mindfulness?
One big misunderstanding about mindfulness is
that it is a tool to become super-hyper-concentrated
and a quick fix for success. Actually, the practice is
intended at undermining the obsession with success,
and to develop a kind attitude towards oneself and
others. Another misunderstanding is that the goal of
meditation is to get a completely blank mind. In fact, it
is much more about becoming friends with your own
mind.

What is interesting about my work with the
Tibetan monks is that their society is actually very
different.
Their environment encourages turning your attention
inwards and cultivating kindness. For example, if you
go into a school, you see many slogans like “others
before self” and “come to learn, go to serve”. Instead of
stressing themselves with trying to become successful,
their ambition is to become a kind person and to
cultivate humility.

How do you see the future for mindfulness?
I think we are going to see more research about when
mindfulness is helpful, and when it is not. We also need
to work on developing more detailed models of what
is actually practiced in different meditative practices,
and what the complete spectrum is of these practices,
ranging from mindfulness to compassion cultivation to
analytical meditation. I also hope that we will develop a
more balanced perspective on what mindfulness can do
– that we will move beyond the hype (watch out for an
article I co-wrote on this topic that will come out soon!).
And in the end I hope that a more balanced integration
of mindfulness in society can increase the level of
compassion and kindness, which would be very helpful
– especially in academia.

What is the biggest challenge for people to
implement mindfulness in their daily lives?
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Now what? Life after the defense
A double interview with Dennis van der Meer
and Octavio Martinez Manzanera
While most PhD students use the programming software that they were taught during their
studies, trying out different tools can bring your analyses to the next level. Dennis van der
Meer and Octavio Martinez Manzanera both discovered early on in their PhDs the joys of
machine learning and how it helped them with complex data-analyses. They discuss how they
got into this field and how they found the right tools.
Hello, Dennis. From your email address, I
suppose you are working abroad. So, what are you
doing now? Is it related to your PhD, or how did you get
there?
O C TAV I O :

Hey, Octavio. I am now working as a
postdoc at the Norwegian centre for mental disorder
research (NORMENT) in Oslo. During my PhD project, I
investigated how specific genes influence the relation
between long-term exposure to stress and ADHD,
and how these gene-environment interactions are
mediated by brain structure and activity. I’m, in essence,
still doing the same, but bigger and better; I’m using
machine-learning techniques to analyse how many
genes come together to determine brain development,
and how this in turn determines the onset and course
of neurodevelopmental disorders. NORMENT is a
great place for this because there’s a huge amount
of neuroimaging and genetic data available as well
as some very clever people providing me with the
necessary expertise. (Plus Norway is a very pretty
country…) How about you? How did you get here?
What are you doing? And what does the (near) future
look like for you?
DENNIS:

It sounds like a very interesting project! I
come from the north of Mexico, and I did my PhD in the
Department of Neurology at the UMCG. My project was
about quantifying symptoms of movement disorders
with the purpose of helping in the diagnosis. Basically,
what we were doing was using motion sensors,
signal processing and machine learning to predict an
outcome. Right now, I’m doing an extension of my
project at the same department. It’s only one year, so
soon I’ll be in another place. I think the future looks
good, just maybe not too clear. I’ve been looking briefly
(I should do it more often) at the job market, and I think
there are positions available. I just hope I get a good
one. How did you get your current position? I see both
of us are using machine learning, but then who isn’t
these days? How was/is your experience with machine
learning and how did you get into that area?
O C TAV I O :

D E N N I S : Your project sounds very interesting as well,
with good clinical applicability. I got into it because the
data I’m working with is just too complex for standard
analysis techniques. When I saw someone present this
approach at a conference, I recognised that its strengths
fit very well with what I’m trying to achieve. I’m actually

a molecular biologist with no statistics background,
so it was/is quite a challenge to get a handle on this
stuff. But it turns out I get a strong, nerdy pleasure out
of scripting :). With regard to finding a new position,
I was quite lucky. One of my supervisors forwarded a
call for applications for a Marie Curie fellowship to me;
I submitted a project proposal, and one week after
finishing my PhD project I received the news that I had
won. So, perfect timing! Not a good example of how to
handle this though. I’d say start looking early, try to find
several suitable positions to apply for, and ask for the
help of your network. How do you want to continue?

>> I think that
a big part of a
successful PhD is
related to being
persistent…
But it is also
important to
recognize when
it is a good time
to ask for help <
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>> …with the risk
of sounding all
philosophical,
some lessons
you just need to
learn by doing/
messing around
and making
mistakes <

Stay in academia, and in the same field? A different
country perhaps?

mind going somewhere else. So, you got a Marie Curie
fellowship, that’s great! But I guess during your PhD you
had pleasant and unpleasant surprises. What were the
most fun and most difficult aspects of your PhD?
I think I was quite a happy camper compared
to some other PhD students. For me the battle
was more in figuring out how to process all of it,
because there was no neuroimaging expertise in my
department. Plus, you start finding out during a PhD
that there often isn’t a clear answer available for the
issues you run into. It isn’t an exact science and there
is no consensus in the field on many aspects. I think
every PhD student will also recognise the feeling that
everything on the to-do list seems to take longer than
expected and comes with unexpected hurdles. Then
again, I really enjoyed solving the many puzzles and
the moments of victory, such as when papers got
accepted. Thankfully, this is still true, and I don’t think
many people find their daily work as interesting as I do
mine. I also loved the traveling, going to conferences
and meeting so many people that are passionate about
their work. So, same question to you. What stood out
for you during your PhD? And do you have any tips for
PhD students that are at the beginning of their project?
DENNIS:

I was quite happy after that. I think that a big part of a
successful PhD is related to being persistent. Trying to
solve these issues and refusing to stop will make you
learn more and get better at what you do. But it is also
important to recognize when it is a good time to ask
for help. I would tell to new students to identify who
can support you and at the same time to be supportive.
And maybe a bit more technical tip: try more than one
software package. Somewhere in the middle of the
PhD, I went from matlab to python, and I’m quite glad
I did that. Sometimes I think that I should have done
it earlier. So, here is a question that I expected to get
during my defense: if you could have done your PhD
again, what would you have done differently?
Being originally a molecular biologist, I used
SPSS the first few months (point and click…), but my
research really took a leap forward when I started using
R. So, what I would’ve done differently is waste less time
on using the wrong tools and analysis approaches. But,
with the risk of sounding all philosophical, some lessons
you just need to learn by doing/messing around and
making mistakes. Any thoughts like that you want to
share?
DENNIS:

Yes. Overall the PhD was a great experience.
As a foreigner, studying and living in the Netherlands
was also special (many nice experiences, including a
world cup match between Netherlands and Mexico).
O C TAV I O :

My case is similar, and I think it is a very
common story now. My background is in electronics
engineering, so I did programming before. But the goals
and the tools were quite different from what I’m doing
now. It was more focused on getting the data, instead
of analysing it. So, during the PhD, I went more into the
analysis part than the acquisition of the data. I think
that that is the path I want to continue (data analysis),
whether in industry or in academia. I think I like both.
I just want to have an interesting project related to
healthcare. And about going to a different country.
Yeah, why not? I’ve had a great time here, but I wouldn’t
O C TAV I O :

For me it was different. I spent quite some
time setting up the data acquisition process and, as
you mentioned, it came with little hurdles and puzzles
to solve. A particular issue in this process was one of
the biggest little “victories” I remember: I had already
spent many days checking manuals, internet forums
and speaking with other students, but I couldn’t figure
it out. One night, an old friend from college, who was
also PhD student with similar studies, was visiting.
After catching up with each other lives I explained my
problem, and he got interested. It took the whole night,
but in the end we were able to figure it out. I remember
O C TAV I O :

It was very nice to exchange experiences with
you. I hope you’ll continue to enjoy your work and be
successful in it.
DENNIS:

Yes, it was a nice chat. All the best in your
career and good luck!!
O C TAV I O :

■■ BY M A N O N VA N A S S E LT
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>>A DOC’S LIFE

The State of Hmm
Hey, good to have you back.
I hope you enjoyed your summer. I hope you
played like a child. Read a book you don’t dare
showcase in your cabinet. Visited new places,
wandered around familiar places and discovered
something new. I hope from time to time you
thought the deepest of scientific thoughts:
Hmm.
If you’re anything like me, your vacation started
with the thought: I can’t go. Not now. There’s
too much work to be done. But let’s face it,
there’s always more work to do. As I grow older
I’m getting slightly better in casting off these
thoughts, because I realized I am actually saying:
If I go, things will go horribly wrong. I’m just that
important. And doesn’t that carry a teeny bit of
grandiosity in it?
Hmm.
So I decided to go. But there was one more
holiday hurdle to overcome: packing the
suitcase. Could it contain merely vacation gear
(sunscreen, sundress, sunglasses, and Fruittella
or some other nostalgic summer sweets)? Or
should I maybe slip in my laptop to be able
to work on my review? Catch up on some
literature? This is a struggle I have not always

won. But this year I remembered my Latin.
Vacare! Be empty! If a vacation were meant to be
filled with purposeful activities, then why would
it be called vacation?
Hmm.
So I hopped on a plane. But although my body
was soon someplace else, alas, my mind was
not. Apparently, my mind still travels at medieval
speed. It took at least a week to transition from
my usual solution-mode to the State of Hmm.
You know, the state where you start to ask
yourself the really important questions like:
Do you get an extra extension for the NWO
application periods if you name your children
Veni, Vidi and Vici? Or a bit later on (staring at a
schnitzel topped with mushrooms and peppers):
Hmm, why don’t we have schnitzas instead of
pizzas?
I don’t expect Groningen to start with the
world’s first Schnitzeria anytime soon, but
sometimes these summer Hmms turn out to be
truly groundbreaking.
Take, for instance, George De Mestral. On one
of his hiking trips in the Alps, George walked
through some bushes and noticed how the

burrs clung to his pants and his dog’s fur. He
then had the deepest of scientific thoughts:
Hmm. Back home, he took out his microscope,
and then tried to mimic the hooks of the burrs
and the loops of his pants’ fabric. This led
to an intelligent new design, which we now
know as Velcro (klittenband). Or what about
Alexander Fleming, who decided – very bravely
– to take an August vacation? When he came
back in September he discovered a mould on
a Petri dish with staphylococcus bacteria he
accidentally left open. He then had the deepest
of scientific thoughts: Hmm. Alexander had

just invented Penicillin, one of our most potent
antibiotics.
So, there you have it. The ultimate reason for
taking an August vacation is Hmm. And don’t
worry if your Hmms haven’t led to any brilliant
discoveries just yet. You never know what the
future holds in store.
■■ BY JOJANNEKE BASTIAANSEN
■■ PHOTO BY SANDER MARTENS
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It’s a bird! An interview with
dr. Martijn Hammers about
rescue behaviour in the
Seychelles warbler
New discoveries often require years of hard work and a lot of planning. But sometimes, you
just need a little bit of luck. In 2009, Martijn Hammers went to the Seychelles and observed
some very strange and unique behaviour that was not reported in the literature until now. A
Seychelles warbler was entangled in sticky seeds from the Pisonia grandis tree. These sticky
seeds can prevent Seychelles warblers from flying and may lead to their death. However,
another bird from its family group came and started to help the bird in need. It removed the
seeds and rescued the other bird, while potentially putting itself in danger. Martijn Hammers
received a VENI grant about social behaviour and aging in the Seychelles warbler and went
back to the Seychelles. After collecting three additional observations, he decided to write the
first paper on rescue behaviour in birds.

Your VENI was not about rescue behaviour,
but about aging and social behaviour in the
Seychelles warbler. Aside from rescue behaviour,
what makes this species so interesting?
The research about these birds started because
they were highly endangered. There were only 25
individuals left on one small island. They used to live
on many islands in the Seychelles archipelago, but

the bird population decreased tremendously due to
the establishment of coconut plantations and the
introduction of rats and cats. Fortunately, the remaining
island had a little patch of mangrove habitat, which was
unsuitable for coconut trees. In 1968, the plantations
were removed and the original vegetation returned
quickly. The population increased, and now the island is
saturated with families of birds. When there is a lack of

suitable habitat, individuals of most species would
migrate to a new area. For some reason, the Seychelles
warbler did not migrate, despite that another island
with suitable habitat was only 1.5 kilometers away. So
to further increase the population, they moved birds to
four other islands, and now there are more than 3000
individuals on five islands.
What makes this bird special is that it is very social. The
offspring stay in their family group and help raise their
siblings. A big advantage is that that the size of the
island is only ¼ square kilometer, so we can monitor
all birds on the island. Almost every bird has a color
marking and is followed throughout its entire life. Data
has been collected since 1985, so nowadays there is a
big dataset available. We continue to follow them, and
sometimes we see other interesting behaviors, such as
rescue behavior.

>> It is a big
discussion
whether rescue
behaviour
indicates that
animals have
empathy <
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What is the difference between rescue behaviour
and rescuing an individual from a predator?

>> Species that
are more social
have a higher life
expectancy <

Is rescue behaviour in animals rare?
There have been experimental studies showing rescue
behaviour in rats and ants, but this was the first time it
was properly documented in birds. The problem is that
it is difficult to observe. I think it is more common across
species than we think, especially in species that live in
social groups and that have relatively long lifespans. I
think there are actually quite a lot of anecdotal stories
about rescue behaviour in a variety of animal species,
but many of these are unfortunately unpublished.

And the Seychelles warbler has a long lifespan,
right?
Yes! For example, the great tit has an average lifespan of
less than two years. This bird has an average lifespan of
6 years and can reach 19 years of age. That is very old if
you consider that it is a very small bird. For its size, it has
a very long life expectancy.

In both cases, an individual rescues another individual,
but there is a difference. When an animal scares away
a predator, it could also be a selfish act to prevent an
attack on themselves. What is so special about this
rescue behaviour is that these birds were rescuing
each other from an inanimate trap. It is a big discussion
whether rescue behaviour indicates that animals have
empathy. However, rescue behaviour has also been
seen in ants, so alternative explanations have been
developed. Maybe this behaviour occurs because they
want to stop an alarm call of a group member. Another
study on rescue behaviour in rats mentioned that it is
difficult to exclude the possibility that rats just want to
be together. We need research with good experimental
designs to exclude these possibilities. Unfortunately,
our study was only observatory and it is not feasible to
do such experiments with these birds, despite the fact
that they are not endangered anymore. Experiments
on this population would intervene with the long-term
population study and we do not want to bring these
birds into danger in any way.

What are you working on right now and what is
your goal with this kind of research?
We are currently investigating the relationship between
aging and living in family groups. The hypothesis is that
when you live with family members that help you raise
your offspring, you can invest more energy in yourself,
which slows down the aging process. Interestingly, that
is also what we observe. We observed that elderly birds
with helpers are less likely to die than birds without
helpers, and that elderly birds live in larger family
groups. So if you live alone, the chance that you are
going to die increases with age. When you get support
from family members, that chance will stay the same
over the years.

The way I view research is that you have a question and
you collect data that answers that question. Then you
broaden the question and see whether the answer still
holds in other study systems. Therefore, the next step
is to see whether we can find this relationship between
social behaviour and aging in other species. It is already
known that species that are more social have a higher
life expectancy, but it is unknown whether some
animals live longer because they are social or whether
they are social because they live longer. It may even be
the case that there is positive feedback between social
behaviour and longevity, which may lead to increased
sociality and longer lifespan. I think that even in humans
this relationship could be present. Unfortunately, in
humans there are a lot of complicating factors that
make testing this idea difficult. In the Netherlands, we
have an excellent health care system and an abundance
of food, which may obscure relationships between
aging and sociality. However, there are a couple of
human data sets from Finland and Canada, where they
observed populations before the industrial revolution,
when there were not enough resources for everyone.
These are the type of datasets that would be interesting
for answering these kinds of questions.
■■ BY M A N O N VA N A S S E LT
■■ PHOTOS BY MARTIJN HAMMERS
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Mindwise The student is dead, long live the student!
I just checked: I obtained my PhD 62 days ago.
Which means I stopped being a student a while
ago – a realization that hasn’t quite sunk in. I
started my BSc in Psychology at the University
of Groningen in 2007, which means I have been
here for almost 10 years now. During those first
three years, I felt very much like a student. I
discovered my interest in cognitive psychology
and computational modeling and was lucky
enough to get a spot in the C-track of the
Behavioural and Cognitive Neurosciences (BCN)
research master’s programme. During those
two years, the student experience changed
quite drastically: the student-to-teacher ratio
was much lower and there was much more
choice in the courses one could pick and the
topics one could study. I went to the USA for
my master thesis and signed a contract to start
my PhD when I got back towards the end of the
academic year in 2012.
And suddenly I was a PhD candidate. Now this
is an interesting position to be in: Technically, I
wasn’t a student anymore. I was now a full-time
employee at the university, with an office on
the second floor that had a little name board
outside, featuring my newly acquired academic
title, “M.Sc.”, behind my name. Pretty neat. The
professors I knew from the classes I took in the
last couple of years were now my colleagues.

And the contract I signed stated that I’d have
to spend 25% of the next four years teaching.
This made me feel very uneasy at first. I felt
like I wasn’t qualified to teach at all: I still felt
like a student myself. I had no idea what I was
doing and there was no “teacher training”. The
more SPSS practicals, academic skills groups,
and research practicals I taught, however, the
more I realized – to my own surprise – that I
was qualified to do this. The answers to most
students’ questions seemed pretty obvious and
if not, I knew where to find out or who to ask for
help. This experience made me feel pretty good
about myself.
It also resulted in a bit of an identity confusion,
though. Most of my time was spent doing
research and I felt very much like a student: I
needed help and guidance and I often got lost
in technical details, losing sight of the bigger
picture. Teaching made me realize that I could
provide those things to students with less
experience.
So over the last four years as a PhD candidate,
I realized that being a student is a mindset,
not a job title. The students (and colleagues/
mentors, actually) I enjoyed working with the
most have a genuine interest in the subject,
want to understand and learn more about a

subject, and are not afraid to acknowledge their
confusion and ignorance about a topic. In fact,
being a student has the advantage that people
don’t expect you to be an expert, which allows
you to ask all kinds of questions. This mindset
should be preserved, regardless of experience or
expertise in any given topic.

The main reason I have liked studying and
working at the university is that the hierarchy
is very flat. It makes it easy to embrace being a
student and approach people that can mentor
you. And before you know it, you have studied
a topic long enough that people will start
approaching you for help. I think that, ideally,
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we find a balance between being a student and
being a mentor. If you’re only one or the other,
you need to specialize more or get out of your
comfort zone more.
As of now, the board on my office door features
a brand new “Dr.” in front my name. This is
supposed to signal to people that I had the
perseverance to turn myself into somewhat of
an expert in one topic. One downside of being
an expert, however, is being acutely aware of a
topic’s complexity and all the things one does
not understand. On the upside, this means there
is still plenty of opportunity for me to cling to
my student mindset. I hope I won’t abandon it
any time soon. And I hope that neither will you.

Intro
new
staff
writer

■■ BY FLORIAN SENSE

Originally published by Mindwise

Dr. Florian Sense finished his PhD at the University
of Groningen under the supervision of Prof. Dr.
Hedderik van Rijn and Prof. Dr. Rob R. Meijer. Florian
spent the first half of 2017 working as post-doctoral

Useful Links

researcher with Hedderik, exploring different aspects

Post on Mindwise by my PhD supervisor Hedderik van

of adaptive learning – both for simple facts and more

Rijn about our work: http://mindwise-groningen.nl/

complex skills. He will take the second half of 2017

psychology-improves-learning-its-still-boring-but-your-

off to hike the Pacific Crest Trail. Hopefully, 2018 will

test-results-will-be-higher/

bring more opportunities for post-doctoral research

A more recent article in the UK about my PhD research:

in the field of learning, memory, and how to optimize

https://www.ukrant.nl/magazine/smart-cramming-with-

them.

slimstampen/?lang=en
My PhD thesis: http://www.rug.nl/research/portal/
en/publications/making-the-most-of-human-

>>JUSTI N E DICKHOFF

My name is Justine Dickhoff, and I have been working in the Neuroimaging
Center since June 2015. I started my master’s thesis there, continued
working as a research assistant and last year in December I got a position
as a PhD student – about which I am really happy.
My PhD research project is about the neural basis of suicide. We are
investigating to what extent patients with suicidal behaviour process
emotions differently and what the underlying brain processes are. Our aim
is to gain more knowledge about the mechanisms related to suicide and
whether brain activation could serve as a marker for future suicidality.
I see the BCN newsletter as a great opportunity to meet interesting people
and to get broader knowledge about research in the field of neuroscience.
I hope that I can provide you with some interesting articles.

memory(20898558-30d2-4333-b367-6122a0e8f18c).html
■■ PHOTO BY SANDER MARTENS
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Mindwise The Creativity of Covfefe
One of the first things I do in my course on
Creativity and Innovation is ask the class
what they think defines a ‘creative’ idea. After
some discussion, we usually arrive easily at
the definition commonly used in the research
literature: a creative idea is an idea that is both
original and feasible (or at least appropriate to
the domain it belongs to). Ideas that are only
feasible but not original are boring and routine;
ideas that are highly original but not feasible are
weird, eccentric, or even – if we’re feeling a bit
cruel – pathological.
This is easily illustrated with the Unusual Uses
Task, where participants have to come up with
creative uses for a common object, such as a
brick. ‘Paving a street’ would be highly feasible,
but not original – and hence not creative.
‘Grinding it into powder and using it as makeup’ is (moderately) feasible and original – a
creative idea. But what if somebody responds
by calling out ‘camel’? It’s an original response,
sure. But is it feasible or appropriate? What could
it even mean?
I was reminded of this thought experiment
when Donald Trump’s famous ‘despite the
constant negative press covfefe’ tweet was
sent into the world, where it was greeted with
howls of derision, tears of laughter, and frowns

of puzzlement. What was the meaning of
‘covfefe’ – if it indeed had a meaning? Had the
US President fallen asleep while typing? Was
‘covfefe’ an indication of beginning dementia?
Was there some sort of secret message (as
both Trump and his press secretary Sean Spicer
later hinted)? Was it conceivable that the most
powerful country in the world was led by a man
who could not be bothered to spell-check his
tweets before hitting ‘send’?
It didn’t take long for the Internet to respond
with a string of jokes and parodies: memes
were created (“Keep Calm and Covfefe”), songs
were composed, and wholly new Twitter users
were invented. Among my favourites was the
demon (or Viking, or both) Covfefe the Strong
(@CovfefeS), who after tweeting “I HAVE
BEEN SUMMONED” soon got into a heated
Twitter argument with the Wizard Covfefe (@
CovfefeW). Although most people realized early
on that Trump had probably intended to tweet
something about ‘negative press coverage’,
the opportunity to poke fun at one of the most
loathed men in the world was just too good to
miss.

Measuring creativity
Whatever the White House may claim, nobody
believes that ‘covfefe’ was what Trump intended

to type, and a researcher using the Unusual Uses
Task would immediately classify it as an invalid
response. The question is, however, whether this
means that the utterance has no creative value
whatsoever.
When we try to assess creativity, this usually
implies saying something about the person
who came up with the idea. So if, in an
experiment, we should decide to treat ‘covfefe’

as a valid response, it would get incorporated
into the participant’s average originality score
(presumably increasing it quite a bit), which in
turn would be considered a relevant indicator
of the participant’s creative performance. And
although we can only assess originality and
feasibility subjectively, we nevertheless assume
that we are measuring something about the
idea, and thereby something about the creator
of the idea. In fact, of course, we are also
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measuring something about ourselves: we are
measuring our own response to the idea.

The associative value of ideas
So what does it mean for people to call an idea
‘creative’, or even ‘original’? Recent research
suggests that this may depend on the degree
to which an idea sparks new associations and
ideas in the perceiver. Actually, this view has
been around for some time: a creativity manual
written by an advertising expert in the 1940s
already stated that “a good idea has selfexpanding qualities; it stimulates those who
see it to add to it”.1 However, research has only
recently begun to address this notion.
For example, Sosa and Dong2 found that ideas
with greater ‘associative richness’ were judged
to be more creative by experts, and a recent
paper by Zhou, Wang, Song, and Wu3 argues
that people’s perception of idea originality
depends on the kinds of associations that the
idea activates. When presented with a highly
unusual idea, people will be more likely to call
it ‘original’ when they themselves have more
positive associations with originality. Most
recently, in her PhD project here at our faculty,
Kiki de Jonge has found evidence that people’s
perception of an idea’s creativity is linked to the
degree of cognitive stimulation they experience
from the idea.4
Taking an even broader theoretical approach,
Csikszentmihalyi’s5 Systems Theory of creativity

states that the ‘creativity’ of an idea is actually
determined by gatekeepers in the field –
basically, the experts who decide upon the
quality of an idea, and who are in a position to
‘make or break’ a novel contribution (reviewers
and editors come to mind). In other words, if an
idea is not valued as a creative contribution by
the field when it is first introduced, it actually
is not creative – but it may become ‘creative’
later on, when people are able to appreciate the
idea and recognize its contribution to the field.
For example, according to Systems Theory, one
could even say that Van Gogh’s paintings only
‘became creative’ some time after his death.
According to this perspective, then, ‘creativity’
is not a property of an idea itself, but rather
describes something that happens when the
idea is perceived (reminiscent of how the
recently deceased Robert Pirsig described
‘quality’ in his novel Zen and the Art of
Motorcycle Maintenance). Creative ideas are
those ideas that somehow stimulate and
captivate their audience.

Back to Covfefe
“Whatever does all this have to do with
‘covfefe’?” the reader may ask (quietly adding
to him- or herself, “I thought we were going
to have a laugh at Trump”). They may not like
my answer. As we have seen, ‘covfefe’ was
nothing if not inspiring: people across the world
were stimulated to come up with the most
extraordinary (well, some of them, anyway)
and diverse creations and ideas. If this is not a

case of ‘self-expanding qualities, stimulating
those who see it to add to it’, I don’t know
what is. Whatever we think of Trump and his
tweets, I’d say a good argument can be made
that, although the ‘covfefe’ tweet may not
initially have been a creative utterance (or even
intended as such), its undeniable associative
value has, in the end, made it so. Donald Trump
may have the last laugh after all.
■■ BY ERIC RIETZSCHEL

Originally published by Mindwise
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The art of science
It’s always fun to meet people who are passionate about their work. Meet
Sandra Hanekamp. As you can see in the Grand Stuff section on page 31 of
this issue, she’s pretty good at what she does. Soon she’ll be defending her
PhD thesis on neurodegeneration in patients with glaucoma (an eye disease).
Judging from these images from her Instagram account #sandrahanekamp,
she clearly lacks neither creativity nor enthusiasm for the topic...! She clearly
lacks neither creativity nor enthusiasm for the topic. Do you have some artful
scientific images yourself? Let us know! We’d love to show them in
the Newsletter.
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Translational Neurosciences Summer School ‘Ageing Brain’
An unforgettable experience
For years, the Summer School Ageing Brain has
been one of the many international summer
schools organized by the University Medical
Center Groningen (UMCG) and the University of
Groningen. This year’s edition took place from
the 3rd until the 12th of July, 2017. Ten days full
of lectures and workshops, mixed with a social
programme organized by a group of eight medical
students in collaboration with Prof. Natasha Maurits
and Prof. Jon Laman, both neuroscientists at the
UMCG. The course focused on the pathophysiology
and neurophysiology of the ageing brain.
This year, twenty participants travelled to
Groningen from all over the world, including Brazil,
China, Germany, India, and Turkey. The group was
really diverse. The educational background of the
participants also ranged from (bio)medical students
to psychology students and included bachelor’s,
master’s, and PhD students.
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The programme started with an informal lecture
about creativity in science in the faculty pub.
The following days consisted of lectures
from national and international speakers that
focussed on different aspects of neurology and
neurodegenerative diseases, including lectures
on development disorders in children, protein
homeostasis in neurodegeneration and a patient
lecture on Parkinson’s disease given by Mr. R.
Hagen, who has Parkinson’s disease himself. In
addition to the lectures, many workshops were
organized, including a hands-on workshop ‘Brain
Anatomy’ in the dissection room and workshops
on EEG and Ultrasound.
The summer school had a diverse group of speakers
ranging from professors, researchers and clinicians
to a patient making sure that every aspect in the
world of neurology was given attention.
One of the many highlights of the educational
programme was the fieldtrip to the University of
Twente in Enschede, Netherlands. The University
of Twente is one of the technical universities in the
Netherlands. With their expertise, they were able
to highlight completely new aspects of academic
research. By visiting the Surgical Robotics lab and
learning about Biomedical Engineering, Robotics
and Mechatronics, the participants got a glance of
all the possibilities of future treatment options for
neurological diseases.
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During the entire summer school, the participants
worked on a group assignment on scientific and
engineering aspects of the medical industry. In
groups of four, participants were given the task to
tackle a daily, real-life problem facing people with
neurologic diseases, such as Alzheimer’s disease or
Parkinson’s disease, and to come up with a practical
solution. On the final day of the summer school,
groups presented their business ideas to a panel
consisting of, among others, a neurologist and a
patient with Parkinson’s disease.
The group who invented the MedSpenser, a new
take on medicine dispensers, won the group
assignment. Their design included an alarm to
indicate when it is time to take medicine, a scale
that weighs if the pills were actually taken, and a
glass of water coming out of the machine.
The summer school ended with handing out the
certificates, followed by a formal dinner. Altogether,
the summer school was an unforgettable
experience for many.
■■ TE X T AND PHOTOS BY SONJA VAN
OGTROP AND MICHIEL HOOIVELD

Cool links
> Ravens are able to plan ahead.

http://science.sciencemag.org/content/357/6347/126

> The wiring of our brain.

http://www.bbc.com/news/av/health-40487049/the-most-detailedscan-of-the-wiring-of-the-human-brain

> Elon Musk keeps warning that developments in artificial intelligence might be more
dangerous than a nuclear war. Nick Bostrom, professor at Oxford University, explains
the issue in his well-written book “Superintelligence: Paths, Dangers, Strategies”.

https://www.bol.com/nl/p/superintelligence/9200000035845425/

> A new study tries to shed light on why people believe things without evidence.

http://psycnet.apa.org/record/2017-30136-003

> Human children often struggle to understand this, but bees can understand the
concept of zero.

http://www.iflscience.com/plants-and-animals/bees-are-the-first-insectsfound-to-understand-the-concept-of-zero/
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BCN alumnus Carina Pals interviewed by her friend Emma Agneray
Could you first tell us a little bit about your
background?
My career so far has been all over the place,
although I suppose that my interest in human
cognition, language, and hearing have been the
recurring themes. I did my master’s degree in
Artificial Intelligence at the RuG, specialization
in Language and Speech Technology. My

master’s research project at the Auditory
Cognition group marked the start of my interest
in hearing. Later I returned to Groningen for a
PhD project with Deniz Başkent at the KNO (Ear,
Nose, Throat Department) in the UMCG. The
topic of my PhD project also incorporated my
interests in hearing, language, and cognition:
my research focused on the cognitive effort of

speech understanding for deaf people using
a cochlear implant. I defended my thesis last
October.

Do the topics you’re teaching now match
your background?
Yes, I’m teaching Cognitive Psychology,
Cognitive Neuropsychology, and Sensation

and Perception. I feel very lucky to teach such
interesting topics right from the start!

Now you’re teaching in South Korea. How
did you get a position over there?
Well, it actually all started when I was struggling
to finish my PhD thesis, something that might
be familiar to some of you, and I decided to
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start learning Korean to take my mind off things
for a bit. I chose Korean based on my long time
fascination with East Asian culture (and cuisine!)
and the phonemic writing system that makes
it easier to read than Japanese or Chinese.
When I later traveled to South Korea for a few
weeks, I fell in love with the country, the food,
and a man. That’s when I decided I would love
to live and work in Korea for some time, if an
opportunity presented itself. Academic job
openings for foreigners (who aren’t fluent in
Korean) are scarce, but I did manage to find
this one position that seemed perfect for me:
teaching psychology at the University of Utah
Asia Campus (UAC).

4 bachelor’s programmes and 2 master’s
programmes. Faculty members are mostly
American citizens, or Korean citizens who have
spent most of their careers in the US. I’m one of
the few people who were hired from outside
of the US. The students are mostly Korean,
although a lot of them attended international
schools, either in Korea or abroad.

And the teaching, is it different from
teaching in the Netherlands?

How did the application process go?
When I first applied I was still finishing up my
PhD thesis. I had some very nice job interviews,
but they decided to hire someone else with
more teaching experience. However, they
did inform me that they very much liked my
background and my interest in the Korean
language and culture – and if I could get some
teaching experience in the meantime, I would
stand a very good chance the next time they
would be hiring. Since the UAC only opened its
doors a few years before, they were still hiring
new faculty about every other semester. So, I
arranged a part-time teaching position in the
Department of Psychology at the RuG, and
taught guest lectures here and there as well.
And then, about one year later, just when I
was printing my PhD thesis and planning my
defense, the UAC people contacted me to
ask if I was still interested in a lecturer position
there. Well, yes of course! I sent them my
updated CV and teaching evaluations, and

>> Before I realized what was
happening, I was hired <

Well, some things are similar, of course, but I
also had to get used to the students there. For
example, I have been surprised by some of
the questions they ask – I could never imagine
asking such questions as a student! One time
a girl came to my office two days before an
exam, asking about the chapters that would
be covered on the exam, “Do we really need to
read all of this?... I was up until 3 AM last night,
and I could only finish the first chapter! It’s
too much; It’s too difficult!” I was completely
flabbergasted. In my days as a student I would
never have thought to admit to a teacher that
I started reading the book only 2 days before
the exam! I would be way too ashamed for not
planning ahead properly.

How did you prepare your classes?
before I realized what was happening, I was
hired.

What’s the UAC like?
It’s still a very young branch university. It’s part
of the larger “Incheon Global Campus” that is
also the home to 3 other foreign universities:
New York State University, George Mason,
and Ghent. The UAC currently only offers

The first semester was quite a lot of work,
but that’s not specifically related to teaching
in Korea. Just the fact that it’s my first time
teaching, and being responsible for a full
course, let alone three. So I was teaching 3
one-hour lectures per course, on Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays. This basically meant
that I was preparing lectures each Sunday,
Tuesday and Thursday – and towards the end

of the semester, with the upcoming finals, I
had to sacrifice my Saturdays as well to keep
up with all the work. But all this hard work is
balanced with 2 months of time off between
semesters. Or in my case, time to finally finish
those revisions (of one of the chapters of my
PhD thesis submitted for publication) and
prepare next semester’s courses. And next
semester will be a lot better. I get to teach two
of the same courses again for the second time,
and I can teach one ‘special topic’ on whatever
topic I would like to teach. So I’ve decided
on “Language and Speech”. I’m quite looking
forward to that.

Sounds like you found yourself a
challenging but very nice job indeed! Any
tips for recently, or almost, graduated PhD
students who are looking for work?
I would say, don’t limit yourself too much in
your search. Look far and wide, and look for
all sorts of different positions. I applied for
post-docs and R&D positions; I applied in the
Netherlands, Germany, Denmark, the UK, etc.
This process helped me figure out what types
of jobs appealed to me, what kind of places I
would like to live, and in the end I was lucky to
get this one job I had set my heart on. But some
of the others really seemed pretty nice as well.
■■ C AR I NA PAL S
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New staff writers wanted!
Do you enjoy reading the Newsletter?
If so, why not join our enthusiastic editorial team
and make it even better?
Regardless of whether you’re a master student
or PhD student, it’s a great way to expand your
network, improve your English writing skills, and
be actively involved in BCN.
Interested?
Send an e-mail to Sander Martens,
sander.martens@gmail.com!
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>>G R AN D STU FF
VENI grant for Terrin Tamati
Our very own copy editor has been awarded a
VENI grant to investigate the difficulties cochlear
implant users encounter in understanding
different voices and accents.

Dutch researchers join forces to
build synthetic cell
The Dutch research consortium BaSyC is
taking on the challenge of building a synthetic
biological cell. To that end, it has received a
grant of almost €19 million from the Gravitation
programme of the Netherlands Organisation for
Scientific Research (NWO). The research partners
themselves will fund the remaining 6 million
of the more than €25 million that the research
programme will cost in total.
Prof. Bert Poolman, co-applicant of the grant
and BCN member, will coordinate the projects to
be completed by the five research groups of the
University of Groningen.

Artist’s impression (Graham Johnson) of a synthetic cell

Long-term effects of mild brain
injury determined by personal
factors and severity of accident
Not only the severity of an accident determines
the effects of mild traumatic brain injury, but
personal factors too. These factors can be
identified soon after the accident, which means
that patients can be offered early therapy and
support and are thus more likely to make a
full recovery. These are the findings of a study
led by neurologist Joukje van der Naalt and
neuropsychologist Joke Spikman from the
University Medical Center Groningen (UMCG).
They have published an article about this in
Lancet Neurology.

Pinging the brain. A new method to
reveal hidden memories.
Michael Wolff and Elkan Akyürek (Experimental
Psychology) have developed a new method
to detect and reveal silent memories from the
human brain. They describe the new technique
as a kind of ‘neural sonar’, and published
an article about it in Nature Neuroscience.
According to the authors, it may contribute
to our understanding of the mechanism that
underlies human memory, as well as memoryrelated problems that may arise due to aging.
Link to paper in Nature Neuroscience: http://
www.nature.com/neuro/journal/vaop/ncurrent/
full/nn.4546.html
Link to commentary in Nature Neuroscience:
https://www.nature.com/neuro/journal/v20/n6/
full/nn.4560.html
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>>G R AN D STU FF
Thais Galatro and Bart Eggen publish
in Nature Neuroscience

Molecular dynamics simulations
reveal chaos in electron transport

Over 1,5 million for research MS
Center Noord Nederland

Microglia are cells that play important roles
in tissue homeostasis, CNS development and
neurodegeneration. Thais Galatro, Bart Eggen,
and others published an article in Nature
Neuroscience showing that human and mouse
microglia are highly similar, except for agingregulated genes, indicating that microglial aging
differs between humans and mice.

Plants are very efficient at turning photons into
electrons. But the transport of these electrons is
a rather chaotic process, University of Groningen
scientists have discovered. Floris van Eerden,
Siewert-Jan Marrink, and colleagues used
molecular dynamics to visualize the working of
Photosystem II and published their results on 10
May in Nature Communications.

In the past months, the MS Center Noord
Nederland (MSCNN) was granted a total of 1,5
million euros for research.

Link to paper in Nature Neuroscience: https://
www.nature.com/neuro/journal/vaop/ncurrent/
full/nn.4597.html

Link to video: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=IRKi8ggZUcc

Two NWO Research Talent Grants
for faculty BSS
Two new PhD students at the Department of
Psychology of the University of Groningen
received a NWO Research Talent Grant. Anja
F. Ernst will study and develop new analytical
methods to understand the origins and
development of mental illness, in cooperation
with main applicant Prof. Marieke Timmerman
and co-applicant Dr Casper Albers. Hannes
Rosenbusch (Main applicant: Prof. R. Spears) will
investigate the psychological mechanisms that
explain radical group behaviour.

Reference: Van Eerden, F. J., Melo, M. N.,
Frederix, P. W. J. M., Periole, X., & Marrink, S.
J. (2017). Exchange pathways of plastoquinone
and plastoquinol in the photosystem II
complex. Nature Communications, 8, 15214.
DOI: 10.1038/ncomms15214

Floris Van Eerden

Siewert-Jan Marrink

Susanne Kooistra received a MS Research
fellowship of over €400.000. She will examine
how certain cells in the brain, the microglia,
contribute to the development of MS lesions.
Wia Baron and Inge Zuhorn received €250.000
for their research on the delivery of a new
protein in the brain for recovering from myelin
damage in MS. Jan Meilof and Erik de Vries
received €300.000 to examine if a PET-scan
with MeDAS can measure the demolition and
recovery of myelin (isolation layer around
the nerves) in the brain and spinal cord in
people with MS. Jon Laman, Bert ’t Hart, Sasha
Zhernakova, Cisca Wijmenga, Sebo Withoff,
Hermie Harmsen, Jan Meilof and Thea Heersema
got €50.000 to examine the structure and
function of intestine microbiota of the Lifelines
participants with MS. Inge Zijdewind and Thea
Heersema got €50.000 for their research on the
pharmacological influence of weariness with MS
patients.
Finally, the Stichting MS Research received
€464.000 from the ‘Vriendenloterij’ for research
within the MSCNN. With that money, the MSCNN
will grow brain cells of individual patients, which

will allow for faster examination of what goes
wrong in the brain with MS and how this can be
slowed down and repaired.

LEVRETA Award
Sandra Hanekamp has won the LEVRETA
Award for the “most inspiring, effective and
professional scientific oral presentation” at
Vision 2017. She was awarded this prize for her
presentation “Structural brain MRI studies in
glaucoma: are they clinically relevant?”
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BCN Orientation Course

Agenda BCN Activities

The Orientation Course will start on September
8, 2017 for all BCN Research Master students and
new BCN PhD students. Of course, those who
haven’t attended yet are also welcome. Other
course dates are: September 22, October 6 & 20,
November 3 & 17, 2017.

September 8 & 22, October 6 & 20, November
3 & 17, 2017
BCN Orientation Course
September 28, 2017
BCN PI Meeting (for BCN senior members)

BCN Symposium: A Comprehensive
Update on Invasive and Non-Invasive
Neuromodulation

Application: http://cursus.webhosting.rug.nl/
gsms
Please check the website for detailed
information.

October 12, 2017
BCN Symposium. A Comprehensive Update on
Invasive and Non-Invasive Neuromodulation

■■ BY DIANA KOOPMANS

Please register for the BCN Symposium on
October 12, 2017 by using this link: https://BCNsymposium2017.eventbrite.nl
We invited 4 keynote speakers for the morning
programme:
Prof. Peter Brown: Towards adaptive DBS in
Parkinson’s Disease
Dr. Freek Hoebeek: Cerebral impact of cerebellar
neurostimulation: from basic neuroscience to
seizure control
Prof. Yasin Temel: DBS in psychiatric disorders: a
mechanism-based approach
Prof. John Rothwell: TMS: from basic
mechanisms towards clinical applications
In the afternoon, you will have to choose 1 of
3 parallel sessions: Clinical DBS care, Invasive
neuromodulation translational, or Non-invasive
neuromodulation translational. Please check
the speakers in the afternoon session on the
website: http://bit.ly/2tI8ZMh
The Symposium will end with a debate and,
of course, drinks! We hope to see you at the
Symposium!

October 13, 2017
Two BCN Master Classes by speakers from the
BCN Symposium

October 23, 24, 30, & 31, November 1, 2017
BCN Advanced (non)linear regression
techniques in R (optional course)
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>>O R ATI O N S
Clinical Psychology, in particular of
Psychotic Disorders
O R A T I O N

G.H.M. Pijnenborg
T I T L E

Social Cognition in psychotic disorders: a
scientist practitioner’s perspective
C H A I R

Clinical Psychology, in particular of Psychotic
Disorders
F A C U L T Y

Behavioural and Social Sciences
D A T E

July 4, 2017
Social cognition is impaired in a majority of
people with a psychotic disorder and is an
important predictor of functional outcomes.
Examples of social cognition are emotion
perception and Theory of Mind, or the ability to
infer what other people are feeling or thinking.
In my research I try to answer clinical questions
regarding social cognition, for example: what
are the neural correlates of social cognition?
Does social cognition predict the onset of
psychotic disorders? Should social cognition be
part of the clinical assessment of people with
psychotic disorders? Can social cognition be
improved with psychological interventions?
Examining social cognitive processes with
fMRI gives us new information on which
sub processes are impaired. As a next step,

psychological interventions can be developed
that target these processes. We found that
social cognition was impaired in people with an
ultrahigh risk for psychosis, but did not predict
who would eventually make the transition to
psychosis. Moreover, social cognition does
not predict the course of symptoms, but
does predict functional recovery. This finding
underlines the clinical relevance of social
cognition. Together with my colleagues, I
developed and studied the effect of several
psychological interventions that address
social cognitive processes. First, we found that
traditional psychotherapy aiming to stimulate
reflection on both one’s own mind and that
of others does not improve social cognition.
Therefore, we turned to less traditional
approaches. An example is the BEATVIC
intervention, which primarily aims to prevent
victimization of people with psychotic disorders.
BEATVIC is a psychomotor group training with
elements of kickboxing. ‘Reading’ the intentions
of others is an important aspect of the training.
Another innovative intervention we are
evaluating is DISCOVR. In previous studies we
found that training social cognition did have a
positive effect on measures of social cognition,
but that this effect does not generalize to more
remote outcomes. In DISCOVR we use virtual
reality to train social cognition, with the idea
that generalization to real life will be facilitated
by using a realistic training environment. Results
of both studies are expected within two years.
Future projects will also be aimed at improving
functional outcomes, for example stimulating

participation of people with a first episode of
psychosis in education. With my research, I hope
to contribute to better circumstances for people
with psychotic disorders.
■ ■ E V E LY N K U I P E R - D R E N T H , B A S E D
ON PRESS REPORTS FROM THE
UNIVERSITY OF GRONINGEN

■■ P H O TO BY N ATA S JA N I E N H U I S
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Players in glioma progression.
Genomic exploration of glioma cell
compartments
P H D

S T U D E N T

T.F. de Almeida Galatro

Non-tumor cells that are important for GBM
progression are immune cells that enter the
brain tumor and microglia. Microglia are the
local immune cells of the CNS, essential for brain
development, and the first cells to detect and
respond to damage or danger.

T H E S I S

Players in glioma progression. Genomic
exploration of glioma cell compartments
P R O M O T O R S

Prof.dr. B.J.L. Eggen
Prof.dr. H.W.G.M. Boddeke
Prof.dr. S.K.N. Marie
F A C U L T Y

Medical Sciences
Diffuse gliomas are malignant tumors of the
central nervous system (CNS), characterized
by infiltrative growth, high heterogeneity and
poor prognosis. Characterization of the genetic
alterations in these tumors is important for
correct diagnosis, therapeutic approaches
and overall patient survival. Based on genetic
mutations, gliobastomas (GMB) can be divided
into proneural, classical and mesenchymal
subtypes.
In this thesis, the potential value of a family
of ‘inhibitor of differentiation’ proteins
to differentiate between astrocytic and
oligodendrocytic gliomas was determined.
Glioma tumorigenicity is not only controlled
by genetic alterations. Interaction between
tumor cells and cells of the non-tumor tissue are
critical for glioma growth and aggressiveness.

In this thesis, microglia from normal and tumor
CNS tissue are characterized. Microglia were
isolated from the CNS autopsy samples and
gliomas, and their gene expression profiles were
determined. Human microglia are very similar
to mouse microglia but the effect of aging
was very different. Microglia in diffuse gliomas
are immune-suppressed and tumor-growth
supportive, especially in tumors with poor
clinical outcome. This data is the first extensive
human microglia gene expression profile,
from both physiological and pathological
conditions. These results provide insight in
glioma heterogeneity and the tumor-supportive
properties of the non-tumor microenvironment,
potentially leading to the identification of new
therapeutic targets.

■■ PHOTO BY JIM ROBOT

Facets of native-likeness: Firstlanguage attrition among German
emigrants to Anglophone North
America
P H D

S T U D E N T

C. Bergmann
T H E S I S

Thais de Almeida Galatro (1986) received her
Master of Science degree from the University
of Sao Paulo. She did her doctoral research
within the Research institute BCN-BRAIN of
the University Medical Center Groningen. The
research was financed by the UMCG and the
University of São Paulo, where she now works
as a researcher. She was promoted on April 26,
2017.

Facets of native-likeness: First-language attrition
among German emigrants to Anglophone North
America

According to the United Nations, there were
244 million international migrants in the world
in 2015. Many of them live in places where their
native language is not widely used. This can
bring about changes to their proficiency in that
language. Linguists refer to these changes as
‘attrition’. Even after decades of research on this
phenomenon, there is still a lot we do not know.
For this thesis, I have investigated the native
language proficiency of German emigrants to
Anglophone North America.

P R O M O T O R

Prof.dr. M.S. Schmid
C O P R O M O T O R S

Dr. S.A. Sprenger
Dr. L. Stowe (†)
F A C U L T Y

Arts

In none of the areas I focused on, these
emigrants – called ‘attriters’ – performed the
same as German native speakers in Germany.
The attriters pronounced some sounds of
German differently, approaching similar sounds
of their ambient language, English. Many
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attriters sounded foreign to native listeners and
spoke less fluently than other natives. However,
the more attriters used familiar expressions (e.g.,
‘when all is said and done’), the more they were
able to remain fluent – probably because these
expressions can be retrieved as a whole from
memory and do not have to be pieced together
on the spot. We have also conducted one of the
first experiments in which the brain waves of
attriters were investigated using EEG recordings,
showing that attriters processed some types
of grammatical errors differently from natives
in Germany. All in all, there was clear evidence
for attrition effects, but it has to be emphasised
that many of these effects were subtle rather
than dramatic. Despite all these differences, the
attriters remain highly proficient speakers of
German.
Christopher Bergmann did his research at the
Faculty of Arts. It was financed by NWO. He was
promoted on May 1, 2017.

Taste and smell changes in cancer
patients
P H D

S T U D E N T

I. IJpma
T H E S I S

Taste and smell changes in cancer patients

was to investigate taste and smell changes and
short- and long-term effects of chemotherapy
in a homogeneous population of testicular
cancer patients treated with cisplatin-based
chemotherapy. Moreover, metallic taste
experienced by patients treated for cancer was
explored.

P R O M O T O R S

Prof.dr. G.J. ter Horst
Prof.dr. A.K.L. Reijners
Prof.dr. M.M. Lorist
C O P R O M O T O R

Dr. R.J. Renken
F A C U L T Y

Medical Sciences
Patients with cancer often experience
changes in taste and smell perception during
chemotherapy. The aim of this dissertation

The taste and smell function, food preference,
dietary intake, and body composition were
investigated in testicular cancer patients
before, during and after chemotherapy. These
parameters were also explored in testicular
cancer survivors 1-7 years post-chemotherapy.
Over time, taste and smell function was
highly variable within and between patients.
A transient decrease of subjective taste,
appetite, and hunger feelings was observed per
chemotherapy cycle. The percentage of fat mass

of patients increased during chemotherapy. The
bone density decreased. The survivors had a
higher body mass index, and more (abdominal)
fat than healthy controls. Testosterone level was
an important determinant of body composition.
The survivors had a lower total taste function
and a higher bitter taste threshold. Results
indicate that given the heterogeneity of
taste and smell changes, dietary advice on
an individual base is needed. Additionally,
intervention strategies aimed to limit the impact
of cardiovascular risk factors should start early,
since the body composition of patients already
changes during chemotherapy.
Literature review showed that the prevalence
of metallic taste ranges from 10% to 78%
among patients treated with chemotherapy.
Subsequent research also demonstrated that
patients treated with concomitant radiotherapy
and targeted therapy experienced metallic
taste and that it was not characteristic for
chemotherapy.
Irene IJpma (1985) studied Nutrition and
Dietetics at the Hanzehogeschool and Nutrition
and Health at the University of Wageningen. She
did her research at the department of Medical
Oncology of the UMCG and Neurosciences of
the University of Groningen. Her research is
part of the project Sensory & Liking of the Top
Institute Food and Nutrition and was completed
within the Research School Behavioural and
Cognitive Neurosciences (BCN). The research
was financed by Top Institute Food and
Nutrition. She was promoted on May 3, 2017.
■■ PHOTO BY LILIAN VAN DER DOES
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On protein quality control,
myofibrillar myopathies,
and neurodegeneration
P H D

S T U D E N T

M. Meister-Broekema

We show that DNAJB6 is particularly capable
of protecting neurons from huntingtin
aggregation, even when up-regulated in nonneuronal cells, like astrocytes, suggesting a
new mode of cell-non-autonomous neuronal
protection.

T H E S I S

On protein quality control, myofibrillar
myopathies, and neurodegeneration
P R O M O T O R

Prof.dr. H.H. Kampinga
C O P R O M O T O R

Dr. S. Carra
F A C U L T Y

Medical Sciences
Proteins are the building blocks of cells
and need to be folded into pre-determined
3-dimensional shapes in order to fulfil their
functions. In order to control the folding states
of its proteins, the cell has developed a special
network of proteins. Chaperones, of which
humans have over 100 different ones, are central
to this protein quality control (PQC) network and
support the folding or degradation of proteins.
Several age-related neurodegenerative diseases
(e.g. Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s, and Huntington’s
disease) and (cardio)myopathies are hallmarked
by protein aggregates that imply a failure of the
PQC network.
In this thesis, we studied how different
chaperones handle the different proteins
causing these ‘protein aggregation’ diseases. We
focus on 2 specific members, DNAJB6 and BAG3,
which are required for the input and output of
proteins to the central PQC regulator Hsp70,
respectively.

Mutations in DNAJB6 and BAG3 themselves
actually cause aggregation diseases in human.
We focus on a BAG3-mutation that is associated
with a severe myofibrillar myopathy in children
and show that this mutation leads to a subtle
defect in the output of HSP70-handled clients
and a subsequent rapid, progressive collapse in
PQC.
Our data show the importance of fine-tuning
PQC to maintain cellular fitness and support
healthy aging.
Melanie Meister-Broekema (1985) studied
Psychology (BSc) and Clinical and Molecular
Neurosciences (MSc) at the University of
Groningen. She did her doctoral research within
the Research Institute BCN-BRAIN and GUIIDE of
the University Medical Center Groningen. The
research was financed by the Prinses Beatrix
Fund. She now works as a scientific writer for
PAREXEL International. She was promoted on
May 9, 2017.

Emerging perception: Tracking the
process of visual object recognition
P H D

S T U D E N T

B.J.T. Nordhjem

Institute BCN-BRAIN of the University Medical
Center Groningen. The research was financed
by NWO. She now works as a researcher at
the Radboud University in Nijmegen. She was
promoted on May 10, 2017.

T H E S I S

Herkenning als process: Tracking the process of
visual object recognition
P R O M O T O R S

Prof.dr. F.W. Cornelissen
Prof.dr. J.M.M. Hooymans
C O P R O M O T O R

Dr. H. Knegtering
F A C U L T Y

Medical Sciences
My studies using gaze behaviour and V1 activity
showed that, as part of the object recognition
process, object features are prioritized over
other parts of a scene. Such prioritization can
be deduced from changes in eye movement
behaviour, as well as from the selective
enhancement and suppression of V1 activity
during the transition from initial viewing to
the recognition of an object. Moreover, I found
that changes in perception are accompanied
by activity in cortical attention circuits, and
that early and later sensory areas modulate
their exchange of information during object
recognition. From this, I conclude that visual
object recognition does not occur at once and
in a single cortical area, but is a constructive and
distributed cortical process.
Barbara Nordhjem (1983) studied Psychology
(BA) and Cognitive Neurosciences (MSc) at the
Universities of Aalborg (Denmark) and Leiden.
She did her research within the Research

■■ PHOTO BY SANDER MARTENS
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Motor and non-motor symptoms in
cervical dystonia: A serotonergic
perspective
P H D

S T U D E N T

M. Smit
T H E S I S

Motor and non-motor symptoms in cervical
dystonia: A serotonergic perspective
P R O M O T O R S

Prof.dr. M.A.J. de Koning-Tijssen
Prof.dr. R.A.J.O. Dierckx
C O P R O M O T O R S

Dr. A.L. Bartels
Dr. B.M. de Jong
F A C U L T Y

Medical Sciences

In this thesis, we detected a high frequency of
non-motor symptoms (NMS) in patients with
cervical dystonia (CD), with a high impact on
quality of life (HR-QoL). Psychiatric co-morbidity
and fatigue are most likely primary symptoms
and part of the phenotype of CD, while
excessive daytime sleepiness and impaired sleep
quality were highly related to psychiatric comorbidity and pain. To improve the recognition
and treatment of NMS, we proposed and
explored a NMS questionnaire as a first step
towards a dystonia specific NMS questionnaire.
Future studies are warranted to explore the
effect of NMS treatment on HR-QoL.

a neurologist in training at the UMCG. She was
promoted on May 10, 2017.

F A C U L T Y

Challenges and opportunities in
quantitative brain PET imaging
P H D

S T U D E N T

I. Lopes Alvez
T H E S I S

Challenges and opportunities in quantitative
brain PET imaging
P R O M O T O R S

Prof.dr. R. Boellaard
Prof.dr. A. Marques da Silva

Secondly, we explored the role of serotonin
in the pathophysiology of dystonia using
PET imaging. It appeared that serotonergic
perturbations in the raphe nuclei and in basal
ganglia output regions are related to both
motor- and NMS in CD.
Currently there are no good (pharmaco)
therapeutic options for most forms of dystonia
and associated non-motor symptoms. Further
research with PET imaging and selective
serotonergic drugs in appropriate models for
dystonia is required to establish the role of the
serotonergic system in dystonia and to guide us
to new therapeutic strategies.
Marenka Smit (1986) studied medicine at the
University of Amsterdam. She did her research
within the Research Institute BCN-BRAIN of
the University Medical Center Groningen
(UMCG). The research was financed by the
Healthy Ageing Pilot Fund of the UMCG and
the Scientific fund Dystonie. She now works as

C O P R O M O T O R S

Dr. A.T.M. Willemsen
Dr. M. Koole

■■ PHOTO BY LIDUINE COLLIJ

Medical Sciences
One of the main advantages of Positron
Emission Tomography (PET) imaging is the
potential to obtain quantitative information
about physiological processes. Unfortunately,
the mathematical models that allow for
quantitation generally require long image
acquisition protocols and potentially invasive
procedures, which pose challenges in terms
of patient comfort and healthcare resource
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utilization. As a consequence, the quantitative
character of PET has not found space in the
clinical practice, and many preclinical studies
(small animal imaging) also do not explore
quantification methods to the fullest. In this
context, this thesis explored a number of
opportunities to 1) bridge the gap between
quantitative potential and the necessity of
simple methods for clinical practice and to
2) optimize quantitative methodologies for the
preclinical setting. First, two novel simplified
methods were developed and validated.
The methods applied mathematical
approximations to established models and
were successful in significantly reducing PET
scan time without compromising quantitative
accuracy. As a consequence, full quantitative
information might be obtained from simple,
short, patient-friendly scans.
Next, the thesis focused on optimizing
quantitative methodology for PET imaging
of the rat brain. There, a well-established
radiotracer in human studies was assessed for
its specific use in the preclinical setting, and
optimal quantitative methods were determined.
The findings of this work showed it is not
possible to directly translate methodology
from human to rat studies, and highlighted the
importance of model validation, also in the case
of radiotracers, which have been established in a
different species.
Isadora Lopes Alves (1990) studied Health/
Medical Physics (BSc) at the Pontifícia
Universidade Católica do Rio Grande do Sul
(Brasil). She did her doctoral thesis within the
Research Institute BCN-BRAIN of the University
Medical Center Groningen, Department of

Nuclear Medicine & Molecular Imaging. She
now works as a scientific researcher at the
VUmc. She was promoted on June 7, 2017.

On the move: Towards understanding
the neural basis of apathy
P H D

S T U D E N T

C. Kos
T H E S I S

On the move: Towards understanding the
neural basis of apathy
P R O M O T O R

Prof.dr. A. Aleman
C O P R O M O T O R S

Dr. H. Knegtering
Dr. M.J. van Tol

in Alzheimer’s disease), in patients with noncongenital brain injury (after an accident or
cerebral hemorrhage, for example), and in
people with a mental problem, namely in
patients with schizophrenia. The aim of this
dissertation was to contribute to a better
understanding of apathy, with the emphasis
on mapping possible underlying neural
correlations. The results of this dissertation
show that apathy is related to altered volumes
and activity levels in especially the frontal and
striatal brain areas, but also in the parietal
cortex. In addition, the neural correlates of
specific components of apathy, such as selfinitiation and cognitive control, were studied
and only cognitive control was associated
with altered brain activation in the studied
populations.

F A C U L T Y

Medical Sciences
Apathy can be described as a behavioral
characteristic involving a loss of motivation and
initiative, and feelings of listlessness. Booting
and sustaining activities is difficult for people
with apathy, which causes less activity in
general and especially when activities have to
come from yourself. Undoubtedly, everybody
sometimes feels a bit ‘apathetic’, for example,
with a cold or a lack of sleep. Sometimes,
however, these apathetic complaints can last
for longer time periods, ranging from months
to years, and can even seriously complicate
the pursuit of simple everyday activities.
Unfortunately, apathy occurs relatively often.
In this thesis, apathy has been investigated in
the healthy population, but also in patients
with neurodegenerative disorders (such as

Claire Kos (1987) studied psychology at
the University of Groningen (specialization
in Brains & Behaviour) and completed her
second Master’s degree (cum laude) at the
Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam. She did her
research within the research programme ICPE
(Interdisciplinary Center Psychopathology and
Emotion Regulation) of the Research Institute
BCN BRAIN of the UMCG. The research was
financed by NWO and ERC. She now works as
a postdoc at the UMCG. She was promoted on
June 21, 2017.

■■ PHOTO BY SANDER MARTENS
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Adaptation after mild traumatic
brain injury: The role of structural
and functional brain networks
P H D

Towards a neurobiological view of
depression: Search for diagnostic
biomarkers and alterations by
electroconvulsive therapy

S T U D E N T

H.J. van der Horn

P H D

T H E S I S

E.M. van Buel

Adaptation after mild traumatic brain injury: The
role of structural and functional brain networks

T H E S I S

S T U D E N T

Towards a neurobiological view of depression:
Search for diagnostic biomarkers and alterations
by electroconvulsive therapy

P R O M O T O R S

Prof.dr. J. van der Naalt
Prof.dr. J.M. Spikman

P R O M O T O R S

Prof.dr. U.L.M. Eisel
Prof.dr. R.A. Schoevers

F A C U L T Y

Medical Sciences

F A C U L T Y

Medical Sciences
The results of the research of Erin Van Buel
suggest that a combination of 17 biomarkers
can separate depressed patients from healthy
controls with sufficient sensitivity and
specificity.
■■ PHOTO BY JAC MELES

■■ COVER BY K ALLE MELES

Each year, millions of people worldwide
sustain a mild traumatic brain injury (mTBI). It
is unclear why some patients recover quickly
after injury, while others continue to suffer
from cognitive complaints resulting in a poor
long-term outcome. It has been proposed
that psychological adaptation in the first
weeks or months after injury, determined by
adequate regulation of negative emotions and
stress, is the key to successful recovery. In this
dissertation, diffusion and functional magnetic
resonance imaging were used to investigate
the role of the prefrontal cortex and associated
brain networks in adaptation after mTBI.

Hans van der Horn (1985) studied medicine
at the University of Groningen. He did his
doctoral research within the Research Institute
BCN-BRAIN of the University Medical Center
Groningen. The research was financed by the
Hersenstichting. He now works as a neurologist
in training at the UMCG. He was promoted on
June 21, 2017.

The development of better diagnostic
methods and more effective therapies can
contribute to the reduction of depressioninduced disability. Biomarkers, like, for example,
protein or hormone levels in serum or urine,
may potentially serve as an aid for diagnosing
depression. To investigate if a combination
of biomarkers can contribute to diagnosing
depression, Van Buel determined the levels
of 40 potential serum or urine biomarkers in
depressed patients and healthy control subjects.
He subsequently developed an algorithm to
combine the results of these biomarkers in a
so-called “BioDepression Score”. The results
suggest that a combination of 17 biomarkers
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can separate depressed patients from healthy
controls with sufficient sensitivity and
specificity.
Electroconvulsive therapy (ECT) is one of the
most effective treatments for depression. The
mechanisms behind its antidepressive effects
are not entirely clear, but possibly modification
of immune system activity plays a role. To
gain more insight into the effect of ECT on the
immune system, Van Buel investigated the
effect of electroconvulsive seizures (ECS) on
activity of microglia (the immune cells of the
brain) in animal models for depression. The
results are divergent: while some experiments
show increased activity, other experiments fail
to demonstrate an effect on microglial activity.
This suggests that the effect of ECS on microglial
activity is dependent upon certain additional
factors.
In addition, Van Buel studied the mechanisms
behind ECT-induced memory deficits, a
common side effect of ECT. He found indications
that inflammatory mechanisms and changes in
the cholinergic neurotransmitter system play a
role in the induction of memory deficits by ECT.
Erin van Buel (1985) did her research in the
Department of Molecular Neurobiology of
GELIFES. It was financed by the Ministry of
Economics (subsidy programme Pieken in
de Delta). She will continue her career as a
medical thesaurus specialist at Elsevier. She was
promoted on June 30, 2017.

Characterization of
a Drosophilamodel for choreaacanthocytosis
P H D

S T U D E N T

J.J. Vonk
T H E S I S

Characterization of a Drosophilamodel for
chorea‐acanthocytosis

that the human gene can partly take over the
function of the fruit fly Vps13 and that human
VPS13A and Drosophila Vps13 have overlapping
functions. The Drosophila model that we
established can be used to study the function
of Vps13 in the physiology of an organism. It
may also give insight in the causes of ChoreaAcanthocytosis and provide a way to develop
possible therapeutic strategies.

P R O M O T O R

Prof.dr. O.C.M. Sibon
F A C U L T Y

Medical Sciences
Chorea-Acanthocytosis is a rare
neurodegenerative disorder that leads to
degeneration in the central nervous system and
movement disorders. It is caused by dysfunction
of the VPS13A gene. How VPS13A dysfunction
leads to Chorea-Acanthocytosis is not known.
The goal of this project was to investigate
the physiological role of VPS13A by using the
common fruit fly, Drosophila melanogaster, as
a model organism. The fruit fly contains a gene
very similar to human VPS13A which is called
Vps13. Our results show that dysfunction of
Vps13 in the fruit fly leads to a decreased life
span and neurodegeneration. Additionally, the
Vps13 gene is required for maintaining protein
homeostasis in the fruit fly central nervous
system. Many neurodegenerative disorders are
characterized by defects in protein homeostasis.
However, for Chorea-Acanthocytosis, this is not
yet known. When we introduced the human
VPS13A in our Vps13 dysfunctional fruit flies,
it rescued some of the phenotypes, among
which the shortened life span and the protein
homeostasis dysfunction. This result shows

Jan Vonk (1987) studied Life Science and
Technology (BSc) and Molecular Biology
and Biotechnology (MSc) at the University
of Groningen. He did his doctoral research
within the Research Institute BCN-BRAIN at
the University Medical Center Groningen.
The research was financed by the European
Union via the E-RARE programme (Research
Programmes on Rare Diseases). Vonk will work
as a researcher at the UMCG. He was promoted
on July 3, 2017.

Development of 18F-labeled agonist
radioligands for PET imaging of
the high-affinity state of cerebral
dopamine D2/3 receptors
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S T U D E N T
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Development of 18F-labeled agonist
radioligands for PET imaging of the high-affinity
state of cerebral dopamine D2/3 receptors
P R O M O T O R S

Prof.dr. Ph. Elsinga
Prof.dr. J. Booij
Prof.dr. R.A.J.O. Dierckx
F A C U L T Y

Medical Sciences
Positron emission tomography (PET) is a
powerful technique for medical imaging. It
allows visualizing and quantitatively describing
physiological processes in the living body with
the aid of radioactively labeled compounds
called tracers. Dopamine is an important
neurotransmitter – a compound that brain
neurons need in order to communicate with
each other. Such communication (signaling)
takes place when dopamine is released from one
neuron and binds to the receptors on the other
neuron. In many neuropsychiatric disorders
such as Parkinson’s disease, schizophrenia and
substance abuse, the number and functioning
of dopamine receptors is thought to be different
from the healthy state. Imaging of dopamine
receptors by PET can therefore be used to
diagnose neuropsychiatric disorders and/or
to understand how they develop. Dopamine
receptors belonging to the second and third
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(D2/3) subtypes are most often imaged by
PET. Receptors of each subtype can exist two
interconvertible states with high and low affinity
for dopamine. One hypothesis suggests that the
high-affinity state is the “functional” subset of all
receptors, which is primarily responsible for the
signaling. Imaging only the high-affinity state
should then provide more valuable information
about the state of the brain than imaging
both affinity states together. However, most
existing PET tracers for dopamine receptors do
not distinguish between affinity states. In this

research project we attempted to develop new
PET tracers that would preferentially recognize
the high-affinity state of dopamine D2/3
receptors and be suitable for widespread clinical
use.
Vladimir Shalgunov (1986) studied at the
Academy of Fine Chemical Technology in
Moskow. He did his doctoral research in the
Department of Nuclear Medicine and Molecular
Imaging and at the Research Institute BCNBRAIN at the UMCG. The research was financed

by GE Healthcare. After his PhD trajectory,
Shalgunov worked as a researcher in the
Department of Biology at BIND RUS LLC in
Moskow, Russia, and now would like to work as
a postdoc at the University of Copenhagen. He
was promoted on July 10, 2017.

Therapeutic strategies for
neurodegenerative disorders
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Therapeutic strategies for neurodegenerative
disorders
P R O M O T O R S

Prof.dr. U.L.M. Eisel
Prof.dr. E.A. van der Zee
F A C U L T Y

Science and Engineering

■■ PHOTO BY JOYCE LUBBERS

In conclusion, Yun Dong investigated and
discussed two different potential therapeutic
interventions in this thesis aimed to treat AD.
Neurodegenerative disorders are defined as
hereditary and sporadic conditions, which
are characterized by progressive nervous
system dysfunction or pathological conditions
affecting the brain. These disorders, which are
often associated with atrophy of the affected
central or peripheral structures of the nervous
system, include conditions such as Alzheimer’s
disease (AD), Parkinson’s disease (PD), multiple
sclerosis (MS), amyotrophic lateral sclerosis
(ALS), Huntington’s disease, stroke, as well as
brain ischemia and damage of the cerebral
cortex. In this thesis, we mainly investigated

and evaluated effective therapeutic strategies
against neurodegeneration in a model of
Nucleus Basalis Magnocellularis (NBM) lesions.
Tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF-α) has been
implicated to play a predominant role in
neurodegeneration, such as AD, MS and brain
ischemia: Whereas TNF-α signalling via TNF
receptor 1 leads to aggravation, TNF receptor
2 exerts neuroprotection. Dependent on the
opposite roles of TNF-α in neurodegeneration,
we here investigated the potential effects
of a human specific TNF receptor 1 inhibitor
(ATROSAB) and TNF receptor 2 agonists (TNCscTNF and EHD2-scTNF) in the NBM-lesioned
mouse models. As these compounds do not
work on mouse TNF receptors, we generated
humanized TNF receptor knock-in mice by
replacing the extracellular domains of the
endogenous mouse TNF receptors by their
human counterparts. Using these mice, we
found that both compounds significantly
reduced damage and inflammation resulting
from the NBM lesion and significantly improved
cognitive behavioral dysfunctions. Importantly,
TNFR2 signalling was found to be essential
for neuroprotection. In another study, we
found that immunization with Aβ-derived
cyclopeptide conjugates representing epitopes
mimicking oligomeric Aβ prevented Aβ
oligomer-induced NBM lesions in mice.
Yun Dong (1982) was promoted on July 11, 2017.
■ ■ E V E LY N K U I P E R - D R E N T H , B A S E D
ON PRESS REPORTS FROM THE
UNIVERSITY OF GRONINGEN
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“Science is, above all else, about people. The people who do it and the people
we do it for.”
>> Thais Almeida Galatro

“t Ainege wat aaltied blift is Grunneger kouk.” - Voorheen de Bende &
Pazzipanten
>> Christopher Bergmann

“Just because something looks cool does not mean it makes sense.”
>> Barbara Nordhjem

“Tegen allerlei vormen van tegenslag, die gedurende een promotietraject
veelvuldig voorkomen, is ‘shoppen’ een geweldig medicijn.”
>> Marenka Smit

“If you still remember all your passwords when you return from your vacation,
it was too short.”
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